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RESUMO

Esse trabalho avalia a aderência da Regra de Taylor à política monetária brasileira. Diferentes
variaveis, ferramentas e características foram avaliadas. Entre suas variáveis, essa dissertação
avaliou inflação, gap de inflação, e hiato do produto, para determinar um cenario base. Sobre
este, informações referentes a câmbio foram testadas. Fez-se regressões incluindo o spot de
mercado e o câmbio ponderado pela balança comercial. Testou-se também o prêmio implícito
em um carry-trade hipotético utilizando o primeiro futuro de dolar da BM&F. Entre as
ferramentas estudadas, o "smoothing factor" foi analisado e não foram encontradas melhorias
significativas. As séries foram testadas para quebras de regime, raiz unitária, cointegração,
autocorrelação dos resíduos, normalidade, heteroskedasticity e linearidade de coeficientes.
Entre suas características, esta dissertação leva em consideração o "timing" de cada variável.
As regressões sendo "forward looking", buscou-se exatamente o valor para cada variável
disponível ao Banco Central do Brasil no momento de cada decisão do COPOM. Esse mesmo
cuidado foi tomado para sincronizar os dados de mercado, especialmente para construir o
"payoff" do carry-trade. Esta dissertação conclui que há evidências apenas fracas de que a
função resposta do Banco Central esteja em linha com a Regra de Taylor, especialmente dado
o número de problemas de especificação encontrados. Os resultados também sugere que,
supondo que haja a inteção de proteger a economia local de choques de fluxo de capital
consequentes de mudança na taxa SELIC, o prêmio implícito no "carry-trade" não é um bom
indicador desse risco.

Palavras chave: Regra de Taylor, carry-trade, taxa de câmbio, política monetária.



ABSTRACT

This work assesses the validity of applying the Taylor Rule to the Brazilian market. Several
variables, tools and features were analyzed. Among its variables, inflation, inflation target and
output gap were included to determine a basis scenario. On top of that, exchange rates and
exchange  rate  related  information  was  tested.  Both  the  crude  market  input  (spot  rate)  and  a
trade-weighted currency are included in this analysis. Also extracted from the market, the
carry-trade premium was calculated from future exchange rate quotes. Among its tools, the
smoothing factor was evaluated. The series were tested for regime breaks, unit root and
cointegration, residual autocorrelation, normality, heteroskedasticity and coefficient linearity.
Among its features, special attention was paid to the proper timing of each variable. The
regressions being forward looking, it was important to line up the actual information available
for the Brazilian Central Bank at the time of each decision. Timing was again a factor when
considering  different  cutoff  periods,  and  for  synchronizing  market  data,  especially  for
constructing the carry-trade payoff. This work concludes that evidence of a Taylor Rule being
a response function for the Brazilian Central Bank is shaky, especially given the number of
misspecification indicators found. Results also suggest that, assuming there is a need to
protect the local economy from sharp capital flows consequent of interest rate changes, the
implicit future exchange rate premia is not a good indicator of such risk.

Keywords: Taylor Rule, exchange rate, carry trade, monetary policy.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

The financial markets offer important cues for monetary policymakers. This statement hanging

by itself can be generally accepted all throughout the academia. Convergences go only this

further. Since its proposal in 1993, the Taylor Rule (Taylor 1993) spawned countless works,

which intended to prove it or disprove it, empirically through econometric regressions, or

theoretically through working with macroeconomic equations. Regardless of controversies, it

shaped the dynamics seen today: conveying clear messages of interest rate (usually through

inflation targeting) in a relevant time horizon.

This work aims to build on top of that vast literature, with a focus on the Brazilian market, but

the findings in this work can be extended to other emerging markets.  Additionally,  estimated

Central Bank response function can serve as benchmark to any other response function study.

This work evaluates if the additional information provided by the exchange rate derivatives

market brings relevant changes to the monetary response function that took place during the

Brazilian  floating  rate  regime.  In  the  process,  it  will  tackle  the  proper  timing  of  the  data,  by

carefully verifying the information the BCB (Brazilian Central Bank) had at hand at the

moment  of  the  decision  making.  It  will  also  assess  regime  breaks,  and  perform  a  thorough

robustness test, something that is often overlooked when Taylor Rules are used to study

monetary policy.

In the seminal article where John B. Taylor proposes the Taylor Rule, the author suggests that

central banks should decide interest rates solely by looking at domestic economic conditions

(disregarding exchange rates). However, one must take into account that the object of his

studies was the United States, a large and developed country, and arguably the least prone to be

impacted by foreign shocks. A country like Brazil, on the other hand, with a solid financial

market and high interest rates, is potentially grounds to carry trade, and overall wild flows of

foreign currency. In that context, monetary policy can induce large swings in the exchange rate,

which in turn come back to shift the economics to a possibly unexpected outcome. This effect

is studied by completely different standpoints by Molodtsova and Papell (2008), Clarida and

Waldman (2008), and Engel (2016), for instance.
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Aiming to anticipate the capital flows subsequent to monetary shocks, this work tests more than

one FX-related information. Namely, market available spot exchange rate series, trade

weighted exchange rates, and the implicit premia within the futures market. By building the last

group of series mentioned, another area is touched, of equally controversial debates. This work

then dives into the uncovered interest parity, the work of Fama (1984) and the several

contributors that followed. The comparison of different exchange rate series, and specially the

inclusion of exchange rate premia, detaches this work from past references.

Choices  of  variables  will  be  detailed  rigorously  to  avoid  ambiguity,  as  even  a  slight

modification in definition may lead to a completely different conclusion, as observed in the

exchange between John B. Taylor and Ben Bernanke 1.

Firstly,  each time series is  carefully constructed (solely) with the information the BCB had at

hand at the time of each decision. This approach takes to another level the view offered by

Minella et al. (2002), and opposes works in which information is collected at every month-end.

When a time series is composed of more than one market information, specifically the forward

exchange rate premia, these market inputs are synchronized to the minute.

Finally, the robustness of each variable is tested, referring to Österholm (2003), who identified

evidence of spurious regressions in his analysis. Important works, like Clarida, Galí and Gertler

(2000), choose to explain why negative robustness tests were being disregarded or specific tests

not taken.

Mostly, this work finds overwhelming evidence of misspecification in Taylor Rules for Brazil,

including the rebuttal of the smoothing parameter (Orphanides, 1997). On foreign exchange

markets,  this  work  points  out  that  some rates  do  improve  results  for  some vertices,  but  don’t

change  significantly  the  misspecification  findings.  The  exchange  rate  premium  seems  to  be

unrelated to monetary policy, and the analysis of the different premia series points to an

absence  of  risk-related  factor.  As  a  byproduct,  the  regime break  tests  find  sensitive  evidence

1In a public exchange of witticism – more specifically, Bernanke (2010), Taylor (2010), Bernanke (2015), Taylor
(2015) – Ben Bernanke and John Taylor start debating on whether the Fed Funds rate level, in the period prior to
the housing market crisis, could have led to the subsequent banking crisis. The debate then develops into which are
the proper variables to be inputted into the Taylor Rule. Bernanke posts the impact of choosing between two
measures of inflation, personal consumption expenditures or the GDP deflator, as they may point to two different,
opposite, points. The theoretical reasoning behind either index is still up for grabs.
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that monetary policy changed at some point between the first and second terms of president

Luis Inácio Lula da Silva (president of Brazil between 2003 and 2010, herein Lula). By Dilma

Vana  Roussef’s  term  (president  of  Brazil  between  2011  and  2016,  herein  Dilma),  the  link

between inflation target and interest rate target are unclear, meaning the BCB and the Brazilian

government secured other instruments different than short-term interest rate target as monetary

and fiscal policy, and domestic currency protection.

The upcoming sections of this work are divided into the following order: section 2 reviews the

related literature and clarifies the models implicit in the Brazilian financial markets; section 3

develops the structuring of the data and tests them for robustness; section 4 analyses the results;

and section 5 concludes.
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2. RELATED LITERATURE AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION

2.1 Literature Review

As mentioned in the introduction, this work borrows from several fields, and thus the

supporting literature is quite extensive. Recall that this work aims to reproduce the (assumed

Taylor-like) reaction function of the Brazilian Central Bank, using tools available in the current

literature, with and without information from the exchange rate markets, and finally places the

results under severe scrutiny. Section 2 is broken down into (i) studies and tools of the Taylor

Rule, (ii) studies that analyze the relationship between the exchange rate and the interest rate,

and (iii) foreign exchange premia.

The  cornerstone  of  this  work  is  set  by  John  B.  Taylor  (1993),  who  originally  proposed  the

Federal Reserve were, intentionally or not, following a simple rule-of-thumb for setting short-

term interest rates. Taylor points to only three variables: inflation, inflation target and output

gap.  Orphanides  (1997)  then  poses  the  question  of  what  the  Fed  has  to  work  with,  breaking

away with the habit of looking at past variables, choosing forecasted variables instead. Minella

et al. (2002) poses that same concern, using as the inflation variable from the official forecast

disclosed by the BCB (the quarterly Inflation Report). They apply special effort to inflation,

opening  the  paper  with  its  drivers,  including  two-year  targets  for  their  regressions.  The  two-

year target may seem a stretch from the – understandably – “ad hoc” mindset of Brazilian

policymakers. Notwithstanding, the overall handling of inflation was mostly kept herein. The

same  logic  –  of  reproducing  the  BCB’s  “by  then”  standpoint  –  is  applied  here,  not  only  for

inflation, but for all other variables, especially market related, where information may change

from day to day.

Still on the basic Taylor Rule, two tools are borrowed from previous researchers. One of those

improvements was brought by Orphanides (1997), as well as Clarida, Galí and Gertler (1997),

and Rudebusch (2002), the smoothing factor. In these works, the rule’s equation is rearranged

to  account  for  the  tendency  of  the  Fed  (and  other  central  banks)  to  smooth  out  sharp  interest

rate changes, often leaving a portion of the past decision (hike or reduction) to the upcoming

meeting. This inclination brings efficiency to the financial markets, for it reduces the need of

interest rate risk hedging. Differently from the aforementioned works, however, this work
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compares regressions with and without the smoothing factor, and finds no significant change.

Most importantly, it finds no improvement in the misspecification tests.

Misspecification tests are not a side track of this study. Österholm (2003) calls for rigor when

analyzing the econometrics of the Taylor Rule, and his work provides a framework for the tests

with Brazilian data. He gathers data from the United States, Sweden and Australia, and finds

persistent indicators that the relationship mapped as a central bank behavior may be spurious.

Some of these indicators are also found for the Brazilian data, such as serially correlated

residuals and mixed results on cointegration. However, tests on Brazilian data find even more

concerning problems. It finds heteroskedasticity as a misspecification, for instance. It will be

shows that these findings are persistent, and including exchange rate variables in a Brazilian

estimated response function does not improve these issues.

Another borrowed tool is the breakpoint test. Judd and Rudebusch (1998) apply it to compare

inflation aversion and output gap aversion of the Fed chairmen Arthur Burns, Paul Volcker and

Alan Greenspan, and find different coefficients. They set precedent for others, including some

in the Brazilian academia. This section recalls two of those works: Salgado, Garcia and

Medeiros (2005) and Barcellos and Portugal (2007).

Salgado, Garcia and Medeiros (2005) applied a Taylor-like rule to the 1990’s period. They

modeled  the  interest  rate  series  into  a  regime  switching  time  series,  where  it  goes  from

“tranquil periods” (to use their terms) to more volatile periods during the crises of Mexico

(1994-95), Asian markets (1997) and Russia (1998). The threshold variable chosen was

international reserves. It triggers a crisis start when the accumulated three-month change drops

below the threshold. Minding that their analysis horizon encompasses one year of floating-rate

policy, including the turbulent switch and subsequent adaptation, they point out that the change

in international reserves is a good indicator of a crisis only under the fixed-rates regime. Their

model seems to correct some misspecification errors. This work does not use exchange rate

information as a threshold variable, but it will be seen in the results section that, with the

correct filter, future research might find a threshold-type of variable within the exchange

markets instruments.

Barcellos and Portugal (2007) use the Taylor Rule approach to determine if  there is  a regime

break between the BCB chairmen Fraga’s and Meirelles’ periods, or between former presidents
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Fernando Henrique Cardoso (president of Brazil  between 1995 and 2002, herein “FHC”) and

Lula. Since his election, FHC had a turbulent second mandate, including the unwindings of the

Asian Crisis (1997), Russian Crisis (1998), US’s dot-com bubble burst (2000), Nine-eleven

(2001), the Argentinian Crisis (2002) and the Brazilian Energy Crisis (2002). When former

president Lula takes office, he promises to break away with FHC’s economic policy. Barcellos

and Portugal use a dummy variable to conclude that such break did not occur in the examined

period. Interestingly enough, the authors stumble upon mixed signals over the impact of

exchange rate. Looking solely at the BRL to USD exchange rate, they conclude that “this effect

[…], when analyzed separately, turned out to be moderate, which must be related to the indirect

influence of this variable on other pieces of information used in the models.” As a first

takeaway, a regime break is found both through dummy variable and coefficient comparison.

The second takeaway is the hinted influence of exchange rates in the Taylor Rule. On evidence

of such influence, Barcellos and Portugal do not stand alone.

The concept of using exchange rates combined with Taylor Rules is not in all new. Minella et

al (2002) point to inflationary pressures of the exchange rate. Clarida and Waldman (2008)

studied  the  impact  of  inflation-related  news  to  the  exchange  rate,  and  find  such  impact  to  be

relevant for inflation-targeting countries. On this work, however, only ten developed countries

were studied (no emerging markets). Other studies with exchange rates on Taylor Rules include

Devereux and Engel (2007) and Huang, Margaritis and Mayes (2001). The first attempts to

model how news on terms of trade anticipate exchange rates movements, and may be targeted

by inflation-setting countries. The latter include a trade-weighted index as proxy of an

exchange rate on the policy rule of New Zealand, supported not only by the inflationary

pressures of the exchange rate in a country with capital mobility, but also by the explicit

defense of a stable currency from the Reserve Bank of New Zealand.

Hand-in-hand with this approach, but from a different perspective, Engel, Mark and West

(2008) have achieved some predictability on real exchange rates by assuming a system of

equations in which two countries work with the Taylor Rule, and where the purchasing power

parity (PPP) holds. Similarly, Molodtsova and Papell (2008) find promising results for

exchange rate predictability, by building a binary system in which two countries

simultaneously set interest rates by targeting inflation, and where uncovered interest parity

holds. Moreover, it’s been mapped by Eichenbaum and Evans (1995), Engel (1996, 2016), and

Barroso, Silva and Sales (2013), that domestic decisions on interest rates, and foreign decisions
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as well, impact the exchange rate as increasing (or decreasing) onshore rates produce a

significant and persistent appreciation (depreciation) on the local currency. The hike, for

instance, magnifies instead of dampens the gains foreign capital has on interest rates.

All the above works show the link between exchange rate and monetary policy, and fueled the

inclusion of an exchange rate related variable to the Brazilian response function in this work.

To the standpoint of this author, a higher interest rate differential attracts capital in the form of

carry-trade. If a hike in rates, for instance, accelerates to some extent the inflow of foreign

capital, the pass-through effect to inflation may overdo the BCB’s goal. On the other hand, to

defend the currency, the sterilization needed may partially undo the tightening of an interest

rate hike.  This work then needs an indicator of the likelihood of capital  inflow (outflow) at  a

given interest rate increase (reduction).

In his acclaimed work, Fama (1984) points to the existence of a time-varying premium, which

is the difference between the future exchange rate and the market expected value of the

exchange rate in the future. In his demonstration, covered interest rate parity (which postulate

that the difference between future and spot exchange rates must be linked to the interest rate

differential between the two countries) holds2. Future and spot prices have to be tied in a way

that there can be no arbitrage to shorting a bond in a country, buying a bond in another

currency and selling its payoff-worth of future currency. However, there is profit opportunity in

performing the described operation, with or without locking in the payoff with future exchange

rate contracts (though the risks, and consequently the profits, vary). Without negotiating future

exchange rate contracts, what surfaces is the aforementioned premium. In the 1990’s and

2000’s, the academia shifted its focus to identifying what is that premia.

Froot and Thaler (1990) characterize the premium not as a risk indicator, but as a product of

“delayed overshooting”, for it is costly and time-consuming for investors to readjust their

portfolios.  Verschoor and Wolf (2001) use survey data to find evidence of a risk premium in

the premia for Scandinavian currencies. However, Frankel and Poonawala (2010) find that the

bias is lower for emerging market currencies, which are naturally more volatile. While that

would  point  out  to  absence  of  risk  premia,  they  admit  that  the  existence  of  bias  is  left

2Though Fama uses bonds in his argument, this work will apply the same rationale to short-term interest rates. It
will become clear throughout this document that the Brazilian Market is predominantly a short horizon market.
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unexplained, and conclude that “the source of forward discount bias does not lie entirely in the

exchange risk premium.”

Sarno, Schneider and Wagner (2012) expand the concept, working with a risk-adjusted forward

unbiasedness hypothesis (which, if held, would say that the forward rate is an unbiased

predictor of the future spot rate) and a risk-adjusted uncovered interest parity. They create a

time-varying premium series which, in combination with an interest rate differential series,

seem to explain exchange rate movements. They conclude that “risk premiums can be sufficient

to resolve the forward bias puzzle without additionally requiring departures from the rational

expectations.”

One approach would be gathering market survey data for Brazil on expectations of future

exchange rates. However, to avoid running into the issue of the low forecasting power of such

surveys, this work constructs its premia series as exceeding cash in an actual carry trade. This

premia would also be a product of a sovereign risk or liquidity risk and/or market imperfections

(frictions or a collapse of the rational expectations hypothesis). In that sense, an original

contribution of this work is the specific market approach on calculations. All comparisons and

conclusions take into account the correct timing of the inputs and the exact payoffs of the

financial instruments available for the market agents. Wherever cash is unencumbered to be

transacted,  the  calculations  will  imply  its  flow.  Only  then  one  can  properly  evaluate  if  this

premium reflects the eagerness of foreign investors to invest in Brazil. Section 4 finds that the

connection between the premia series and the Taylor Rule is highly dependent on the timing of

the measurement, which suggests no hidden component in the forward exchange rate premium.

To ensure absolute clarity of the financial instruments available, and its proper use, the

Brazilian market is carefully detailed in the following subsection.

2.2 The Brazilian FX Market

During the transition from fixed to floating currency, the Brazilian spot market was flooded by

all sorts of counterparties, from banks to pension funds and individuals. In a context of a

market crisis – the fixed currency policy collapsed as an aftermath of the Asian and Russian

crises – the excess liquidity resulted in wild volatility. To counter that, the Brazilian Central

Bank (BCB) created the exchange portfolio, freely translating. Only banks would be eligible to
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apply for a grant to have an exchange portfolio, and only those with accepted applications

would  be  allowed  to  operate  in  the  Real-Dollar  spot  market,  and  hold  a  position  in  offshore

currency. The transactions in the spot market must be informed to the BCB by the end of the

day. These banks are known – and hereafter referred to – as dealers.

The exchange portfolio still exists (during these last years, though, brokerage houses have been

allowed to operate on the spot exchange up to $250 thousand). Such tight regulation has

drained the spot market of its liquidity, leading brokers, banks and pension funds to migrate to

the futures market, that requires only a clearinghouse account and margin deposits. Ventura and

Garcia (2012) measured the Brazilian currency futures market to be five times bigger than the

spot  market  during  2006-2007.  By  this  time,  the  Bank  for  International  Settlements  (BIS)

placed Brazil with the second biggest exchange-traded currency derivatives market in the

world3.

With all other players dependent on dealers to operate US Dollars within Brazil, and drawn into

the futures market, they are given access to the spot market through a synthetic instrument

called  CASADO,  which  is  the  purchase  (sale)  of  the  first  future  combined  with  the  sale

(purchase) of the spot. These are dealt by brokers, and must be cleared by a dealer before the

end of the day. The price of the first  future,  for margin call,  is  set  between 15:50 and 16:00.

This dynamics points to the need of synchronizing the price setting of the spot and first future,

at 16:00 Brazilian Time.

Futures contracts traded in BM&F (Bolsa de Mercadorias e Futuros, Brazilian exchange for

futures  and  commodities)  have  a  band  within  which  the  price  is  allowed  to  move.  Circuit

breakers are a common way for the stock exchanges to protect themselves against volatility

shocks.  The spot market,  however,  does not have any limitation,  so wild swings break up the

relationship between spot and futures prices, and distort further analysis.

Summarizing the instruments and market indexes of interest of this work:

3The BIS Quarterly Reviews (produced by the Bank for International Settlements) consistently portraits Brazil
among the top ten most active exchange-traded derivative markets, both for interest rates and exchange rates. This
reinforces the relevance of studying Brazil as an active playfield of carry trade.
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a) Spot  market:  Purchase  or  sale  of  the  Dollar  against  Real,  with  usual  delivery  in  two

days.  The spot market,  differently from the futures market,  does not have any form of

circuit breaker.

b) First future: Future contract of the Dollar against Real. First future matures on the first

business day of the upcoming month, at which point there is no physical delivery (it is

settled in Brazilian Reais). According to Ventura and Garcia (2012), this contract

accounts for 85% of FX futures market volume4.

c) CASADO: Synthetic instrument composed by the purchase (sale) of the first future

combined with the sale (purchase) of the spot.

d) Libor: Interbank offer rates, surveyed by the Intercontinental Exchange (previously, by

the British Bankers Association). For this work, it is assumed that this rate would fund a

carry trade deal of Brazilian Reais against US dollars.

e) SELIC target: Short term interest rate target, set by the COPOM, for overnight

repurchase agreements of federal bonds. Similar to the US’s Fed Funds.

2.3 The impact of taxes

Before translating the described background into the framework to build the series used for the

upcoming  analysis,  the  reader  must  be  aware  that  Brazil  has  a  long  tradition  of  complex  and

ever-changing taxation regimes. Furthermore, decrees were issued between 2007 and 2013,

roughly, some aimed at specifically the trade of concern for this work.

One tax in particular, the IOF, was aimed to make short-term carry-trade more expensive. The

rule, however, changed several times, forcing the markets to adjust (which may have occurred

during unknown timeframes). Though the payable taxes are not quantified in this work,

regulatory impacts on the markets have been pinpointed and are taken into consideration when

evaluating statistical conclusions. A summary of those changes may be found in Exhibit 7.1 of

the appendix. The complete breakpoint analysis finds, in the future sections, that as taxation

changes became more frequent, inflation targeting became less of a norm.

4To assess premia on tenors longer than one month, BM&F’s off-the-shelf FRC contracts were considered.
Through FRC contracts, participants trade interest rate differential, in US Dollars, between the first business day
of every month and the first business day of the upcoming month. Stripped out of the spot and the interest rate in
Brazilian Reais, this contract implies a future of the exchange rate. Unfortunately, lack of liquidity halted this
approach.
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3. DATA AND METHODOLOGY

3.1 Series

This section describes the construction of the series used in this work.

The fixed rate regime was withdrawn in Brazil starting on January 1999. In June, decree 3088

established inflation targeting as the new monetary regime, with specific dates for determining

the next year’s target and tolerance bands,  and for justifying any past  non-conformities,  in an

open letter from the BCB to the Brazilian government. With this in mind, the data for this work

spans from July 1st, 1999, to June 30th, 2016.

Conceptually, the base equation of the Taylor rule, over which this work unwinds, is

represented by below equation.

(1) = + + + + ф + 	

Being, i: Target rate set by COPOM (Monetary Policy Committee, freely translating),
known in Brazil as Meta Selic;

π: Expected year-end consumer inflation, to which the BCB target is set against

(yearly percentage change of the Brazilian index IPCA – Índice Nacional de Preços ao

Consumidor Amplo);

πgap: Deviation from inflation target (expected end-of-period consumer inflation

π minus end-of-period BCB-set target;

ygap: Output gap;

ϕ: Exchange rate scenarios (explained further);

ε: Error term;

The  base  equation,  the  regular  Taylor  Rule,  is  a  function  of  inflation,  the  difference  between

expected inflation and inflation target (that will be referred to simply as “inflation gap”) and

output gap.
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The output series chosen was the monthly IBGE-measured industrial production, seasonally

adjusted. The output gap is the percentage difference between the aforementioned series in

crude form, and that same series filtered by Hodrick-Prescott decomposition, in a way that a

negative value of output gap means idle production capacity. Output gap was also evaluated

from the IBC-BR released by Central Bank, as an alternative.

Inflation and Inflation targets were extracted from public information disclosed by the Brazilian

Central Bank. As briefly discussed in section 2.1, inflation forecasts were collected from the

quarterly Inflation Report, elected to reflect the BCB’s by-then expectations at year-ends. The

concept behind forward-looking inflation is fairly simple, inflation targeting is by definition

forward looking, and past inflation is not necessarily a good predictor of future inflation. With

this in mind, Minella et al. (2002) gather their series from the Inflation Reports, quarterly

produced by the Brazilian Central Bank (BCB). For this work, each quarterly Inflation Report

was read and analyzed, and the inflation series elected reflects the BCB’s expectation at year-

end. Different from Minella et al. (2002), targets other than current years are assumed to have

no weight on the decision.

The  exchange  rate  related  series  are  described  in  more  detail.  Recalling  equation  1,  the  five

scenarios (ϕ) are elaborated as follows.

a) A null series (i.e. the standard Taylor Rule);

b) Each of the 11 FX premia series, recorded at uniform distance from the next future’s

settlement date;

c) Each of the 11 exchange rate series, recorded at uniform distance from the next future’s

settlement date;

d) Each of the 11 exchange rate series, recorded at uniform distance from each COPOM

meeting;

e) A trade weighted exchange rate, recorded at a uniform distance from each COPOM

meeting.

The second rule tested (b) includes the FX-implicit  premia.  It  is  herein called “premium” the

implicit yield in the difference between the first future and the spot of the US Dollar to

Brazilian Reais. The reasoning behind including the premia in the monetary policy recipe

assumes there is a risk component to it. High premia allow for more elastic interest rate hikes,
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as it is less likely these hikes will produce an inflow of dollars, and alter the effect of the

contractionary policy.

Note that the premia series are composed of observations grouped together with respect to the

distance to the next future’s settlement date (for reasons that will become clear when discussing

the construction of the premia series). As a consequence, the observations within a series – say,

the 20-day tenor series – will have all sorts of dates, not equidistant from the COPOM meeting

dates (and most definitely not the end of month). The third scenario follows that logic, it is the

value observed at a specific business-day distance from the next future’s settlement.

If in the third scenario (c) the exchange rate observation window is synchronized with the

premia observation window, for the fourth scenario (d), the COPOM meeting dates are taken as

reference, from 2 to 12 business days (Brazilian calendar) of the announcement of the new

SELIC target. The shortest distance, 2 business days was chosen to respect the duration of the

meeting, which lasts two days, taking into consideration the necessary time to measure that

variable and produce reports to steer the committee.

In other words, a x-tenor exchange rate series will have grouped all exchange rates observed at

16h00 of a day that was x business days away from a first-future contract’s settlement date.

Each element t refers to a COPOM decision, so the t-th element of such series is the last

observation that happened before the t-th COPOM decision. In that sense, the observations in x-

tenor ER are all equidistant from future’s maturities, but not from COPOM dates. The second

exchange rate (T-offset ER)  is  the  rate  observed  at  16h00  of  the  day  that  is  T  business  days

earlier than t. Thus, the observations in T-offset ER are equidistant from the COPOM dates, but

not from the first  future’s maturity.  The two different exchange rate series are built  to ensure

surfacing of a possible accidental synchronization of exchange rates observations, which could

produce an artificial  relationship.  This hypothesis is  scratched off in the following chapter,  as

the two exchange rate series produce similar results.

Another exchange rate series is constructed using the Trade Weighted Index put together by

Morgan  Stanley  Inc.  The  series  is  an  index  of  USD per  BRL with  base  100,  so  the  series  is

divided by 100 and inverted to BRL/USD. This information is set public through Bloomberg

L.P. This information is only available from January 2000 onwards, so every regression and

study with this variable was cropped short of its observations.
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The construction of the premia series is conditioned to data availability. Synchronized time-

series are public information, but require processing power for the non-constant data pattern

from the clearinghouses, and rigorous record-keeping. The synchronized data, exchange rates at

spot and future contracts, were obtained from Itau Unibanco. After producing the

aforementioned synchronized time series of first future and spot prices, gaps may be filled with

a CASADO price series available in Bloomberg LP. This information was not chosen to be the

primary  source  for  it  is  not  observable  in  the  market;  rather,  it  arises  from daily  survey  with

Bloomberg’s feeders.

The aforementioned grouping of elements in each premia series produced 24 time-series,

ranging from 3 to 26 days span between spot and future maturity.  It was taken into account the

specifics of the cash transactions involved in the trade,  i.e.  following business day (“d+1”) of

the purchase, on the Brazilian calendar, and d+2 of maturity, skipping to the next business day

when d+2 lands on a US holiday.

The first-future-to-spot differential is translated into a per annum rate, adapting to the Brazilian

calculation method of settlement values. Covered interest parity dictates that the difference

between the forward and spot exchange rates observed at t is directly related to the difference

between the interest rate on nominal bonds denominated in the two currencies. However, given

the short-tenor nature of the instruments used, this work resorts to the risk-free yield curves of

Brazil (Pre) and USA (Libor).

(2) = ,

, /
− 1 ∗ − , 	

Being, ρt: Premium at day t;

Ft,T: First future price at day t, maturing in T business days;

St,T: Spot price at day t, being Reais to a Dollar;

Pt,T: Quoted annual rate of the Brazilian risk-free yield curve for tenor T;

Lt,T: Quoted annual rate of the US risk-free yield curve for tenor T;

Tcd: Tenor T in calendar days;

Tbd: Tenor T in working days.
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The formula is justified by the calculation standards of each market, namely, linear rate on

calendar days over 360 for Libor and exponential rate on business days over 252 for Pre. This

approach ensures that the calculated dollar premium is as close to what is feasible, using the

Fed-set ceiling rate as an anchor, or reference rate5,  which  almost  coincides  with  an

interpolated Libor rate.

The above formula produces 24 time-series, for tenors ranging from 3 business days to 26

business days. There was no attempt to rejoin the 24 different series back into one. This is

further explored on Exhibit 7.2.

Series 26 to 21 were removed from the set due to lower-than-average number of observations,

and series 9 to 3 were excluded for having higher-than-average variance. Omitted from the

exhibits, an F-test for equality of variances was performed for every two pairs of series. Each of

the series between 9 and 3 had the null rejected for most if not all the tests against the other 23.

For  further  clarity,  there  are  three  reasons  why one  series  would  have  less  observations  than

others: unequal-sized months, national holidays, and lack of data. After filtering out the 13

series above, the 11 series remaining still were uneven in size. These dates, theoretical

inceptions of carry-trades, landed on US holidays, thus no anchor rate and no real trade

opportunity. These values were filled out with data from previous day, and the premia were

calculated normally. To keep track of this approximation, the number of adjustments made to

each series is recorded in Table 1.

5Two groups of time-series were created, with and without an anchor. As expected, time-series without anchors
have higher variance than those without one. Since this conclusion seems intuitive, the author refrained from
including the latter in this work. All data is available upon request.
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Table 1 Number of observations and adjustments for each series of implicit premia.

Observations Adjustments due to US holidays
20-days tenor 149 15
19-days tenor 160 4
18-days tenor 161 3
17-days tenor 162 2
16-days tenor 161 3
15-days tenor 156 8
14-days tenor 163 1
13-days tenor 163 1
12-days tenor 162 2
11-days tenor 158 6
10-days tenor 163 1

Worth noting, from July 1999 to June 2016 including, there are 204 months. However, not all

months witnessed rate setting. There were 164 COPOM meetings during those 204 months, so

each time-series had to have necessarily 164 observations at the respective specific days. The

data was grouped as to reflect the information COPOM had at hand by the time of the decision.

In that  way, information regarding FX-implied premia available may have been of current or

previous month, depending on the day of the meeting. Information on BCB-expected inflation

may have  been  of  up  to  three  months  prior  to  the  meeting,  depending  on  the  reports’  release

dates. Same goes for production gap and so on.

There are situations in which COPOM sets multiple rates for different time horizons. Between

June  1999  and  July  2016,  there  were  two meetings  like  that,  each  with  two different  rates  at

once. Since the set of information available was identical at each decision, the two different

rates cannot be each considered a separate observation. These meetings were not excluded

altogether, but the last rates were privileged. The decision was made taking into consideration

the trend: in both cases there were short-lived rates which suggested an intermediate step into

achieving the desirable rate. These two intermediate rates were thus excluded from the set.

The series are graphically reproduced on Exhibit 7.3, together with its descriptive statistics.

Table 2 summarizes the variables evaluated in this work.
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Table 2 Definition and source of each variable.

 Variable Definition Source

Interest rate Short-term rate set by BCB in period t. BCB.

Inflation Forward looking inflation. BCB’s Inflation
Reports.

Inflation gap Gap between inflation (above) and target. Calculated based on
BCB data.

Output gap Percentage gap between crude output and HP-
filtered output; monthly.

Calculated based on
IBGE data.

x-tenor premia
Available at COPOM meeting of period t,
premium measured at x business days from
next futures contract settlement.

Calculated based on
data from Bloomberg,
Itau.

x-tenor ER
Available at COPOM meeting of period t,
exchange rate observed at x business days from
next futures contract settlement.

Calculated based on
data from Bloomberg,
Itau.

T-offset ER Exchange rate measured at T business days
from COPOM meeting of period t.

Calculated based on
data from Bloomberg,
Itau.

T-offset TWC
Trade Weighted Index for BRL, as a currency
index weighted by trade relevance; inverted
(TWC = 100/MSCEBRTW)

Morgan Stanley
(Bloomberg ticker
MSCEBRTW Index).

As will be seen further on, varying the T-offset did little to alter the results. That said, there will

be only one trade-weighted exchange rate series (5-offset), instead of 11.

Having the relevant time-series at hand, it becomes mandatory to undertake robustness tests at

each empirical result. Section 4 will take the reader step by step through the analysis of the data

itself, and the relationships being investigated.

Österholm (2005) raises the question of how likely it is for a Taylor Rule estimation to fall into

a spurious regression. In line with his work, the steps taken here are as follows.

a) Series are analyzed for structural breaks, taking breakpoint candidates and

assessment methods from works of Judd and Rudebusch (1998) and Barcellos and

Portugal (2007). First the series are tested with Chow test. Then, two regressions are

done separately, and their coefficients are tested for equality of means through the

Welch test.

b) All series are tested for unit root through the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test, herein

referred  to  as  ADF,  which  has  a  unit  root  as  the  null  hypothesis,  and  the
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Kwiatkowski,  Phillips,  Schmidt  and  Shin  test,  or  KPSS  from  now  on,  which  has

stationarity as the null hypothesis.

c) Non-stationary series are tested for cointegration with the Johansen tests. Since the

Johansen tests assume normality, residuals are put under the Jarque-Bera normality

test. This test, together with all other regression robustness tests, will be further

clarified in the following section.

The software used in section 3 was the PCGive and GARCH (for KPSS test only) modules of

OxMetrics version 5.10, except the Chow test, Quandt-Andrews test, and Johansen tests on

multiple regressors, for which Eviews 7 was used.

3.2 Structural Breaks

Previous works have tested whether a change in a central bank’s chairman implies a structural

break. Judd and Rudebusch (1998) compare the coefficients of the three Fed chairmen that held

office from 1970 to 1997. Barcellos and Portugal (2007), as mentioned earlier, use dummy

variables to conclude (by lack of significance of the coefficient) that there is no regime break

when switching chairmen (and simultaneously, presidents, namely FHC and Lula).

In Brazil, several economists have pointed out a significant break from past economic policy at

Lula’s second term onwards, into the government of former president Dilma, i.e. from January

2007 onwards. Setting January 2007 as a breakpoint candidate on a Chow test produced the

rejection  of  the  null  of  coefficient  stability  (for  this  test,  the  regression  used  was  the  one  of

Model 1, that is, with ϕ as a null vector). Around the same time, two other events occurred that

may have triggered a regime break. Before 2007, former Finance Minister Guido Mantega

replaced his predecessor, Antonio Palocci, in March 27th, 2006. After 2007, the US housing

market collapsed and a crisis unwound. These two breakpoints were also tested, and evidence

of structural breaks was found. Considering the small amount of observations in between these

dates, the similar results are understandable6.  The Quandt-Andrews test  found a regime break

in the constant, inflation gap and output gap at around July 2006, in line with expectations.

6There are six observations between March 2006 and January 2007, and there are seven observations between
January 2007 and January 2008.
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As a third test, two different regressions were run with Model 1, for two different time periods,

and the statistical significance of the equality hypothesis between each of the coefficients was

evaluated (Welch’s t-test). There is sufficient evidence of a structural break, the results are as

follows.

Table 3 Test for equality of averages between first and second periods of sample.

Series Average 1P Std Error 1P Average 2P Std Error 2P Welch p-value
Constant 0.13475 0.01030 0.07549 0.00779 0.000000 **
Inflation 0.59553 0.18330 0.61383 0.13110 0.301999
Inflation gap҂ 0.55551 0.15820 0.000000 **
Output gap 0.04950 0.03664    -0.03192 0.02716 0.000000 **
Note: ҂ Inflation gap turned out to be linearly dependent to inflation on the second period, and thus was excluded.
Note: Periods 1 (1P) goes from 1999 to 2006, period 2 (2P) goes from 2007 to 2016.
Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.

The Welch test rejected equality of means for all coefficients other than inflation. The constant

being rejected comes to prove that the real interest target shifted at some point in between Lula

I and Lula II. Inflation gap during the second period is linear dependent on inflation, and thus

has  to  be  removed  from the  second  regression.  The  shown equality  of  treatment  for  inflation

between periods one and two reiterates the validity of the test in this context. Hypothesizing

equality may be too strong of a proposal, especially given that it assumes normality, then

failure to reject it for inflation offers comfort that this approach is not being excessively

conservative. Interestingly, output gap shifts signs. A negative sign in the coefficient would

mean the COPOM is being contractionary (or expansionary) when the economy is weakening

(strengthening). Worth mentioning, in neither regressions (of periods one and two) output gap

is significant.

In light of these results, the breakpoint date chosen was January 1st, 2007. From this point

onwards, some series will be mentioned to be of “Period 1” or “Period 2”, meaning from July

1999 to December 2006 and from January 2007 to June 2016, respectively.

3.3 Unit Root

All series were put under unit root test to assess the likelihood of spurious regression. Akaike

information criteria was chosen to determine the optimal lag length for the ADF test. The use
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of ADF itself is hardly ubiquitous. For instance, Österholm (2003) gives much more credit to

the  power  of  the  test  than  do  Clarida,  Galí  and  Gertler  (2000),  as  will  be  mentioned  in  more

detail  shortly.  To strengthen the analysis,  KPSS test  was also used as alternative to the ADF,

with the remark that  the ADF has the null  hypothesis of a unit  root,  while KPSS has the null

hypothesis as stationarity.

The short-term interest rate target series, the independent variable of all upcoming regressions,

does not seem to be stationary. The ADF test and KPSS both place it as an I(1) process, as seen

below (table 4). This result ties with past analysis. Salgado, Garcia and Medeiros (2005) have

tested an uninterrupted (one regime) interest rate series, and put it against a regime-shifting

interest rate (the series intercalates “tranquil” periods with four “crises” periods). They have

found it not to be stationary, while evidence of unit root did disappear for the crises series. That

would not necessarily be the case for the series used in this work. The path of Brazilian interest

rates during the nineties – a decade in which the country stabilized its economy and finally put

an end to the hyperinflation – is hardly related to the one observed in the following years.

Interest rates had surpassed 80% during the Mexican crisis, and sloped down to smooth 20%’s

by mid-1999. The fact that the interest rate series is I(1) from 1999 to 2016, just as it were from

1994 to 1999, is rather noteworthy.

Table 4 Interest rate series unit root tests.

Interest rate t-stat 5% 1%
ADF Level -1.101 -2.88 -3.47
ADF First diff. -5.995** -2.88 -3.47
KPSS Level      3.545** 0.463 0.739

Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.
Note: ADF has the unit root as the null hypothesis, KPSS has stationarity as the null hypothesis.

Breaking the interest rate series into two series, referring back to the regime break between

Lula I  and Lula II,  produces similar results for the ADF. Table 5 evidences the test  failing to

reject the null for level. KPSS responds differently, however, also failing to reject its null of

stationarity.
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Table 5 Interest rate series unit root tests

t-stat 10% 5% 1%

Pe
ri

od
1 ADF Level -0.541 -2.9 -3.51

ADF First diff. -4.757** -2.9 -3.51
KPSS Level 0.278 0.347 0.463

Pe
ri

od
2 ADF Level -0.355 -2.9 -3.52

ADF First diff. -2.748 -2.9 -3.52
KPSS Level 0.371 0.347 0.463

Note: Period 1 stands for 1999 to 2006 (FHC II + Lula I) and Period 2 stands for 2007 to 2016 (Lula II + Dilma).
Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.
Note: ADF has the unit root as the null hypothesis, KPSS has stationarity as the null hypothesis.

These results shouldn’t be much of a concern. Reducing to half the quantity of observations

should severely impact the power of the tests. In that context, results are mixed. Once again, a

similar development was observed by Salgado, Garcia and Medeiros (2005).

Finally, as will be seen further down this chapter, inflation gap and output gap did not prove to

be significant in explaining the second period of interest rate. Nonetheless, cointegration was

tested for the split series.

Having tested the interest rate series, all other series are tested. The summarized results are as

follows.7

Table 6 Summary of unit root tests.

Series ADF KPSS
Inflation 5% 5%
inflation gap 5% 10%
1st P inflation gap 5% 1%
2nd P inflation gap 10% 1%
output gap 1% doesn't reject
1st P output gap 1% doesn't reject
2nd P output gap 1% doesn't reject

Note: Period 1 (“1P”) stands for 1999 to 2006 (FHC II + Lula I) and Period 2 (“2P”) stands for 2007 to 2016 (Lula
II + Dilma).
Note: ADF has the unit root as the null hypothesis, KPSS has stationarity as the null hypothesis.

Table 7 summarizes the unit root tests for the series with exchange rate information.

7The specifics of the tests are not included in this document, but are available upon request, together with the
series themselves.
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Table 7 Summary of unit root tests for exchange-rate-related series.

Series ADF KPSS
10-tenor ER doesn't reject 5%
11-tenor ER doesn't reject 5%
12-tenor ER doesn't reject 5%
13-tenor ER doesn't reject 5%
14-tenor ER doesn't reject 5%
15-tenor ER doesn't reject 5%
16-tenor ER doesn't reject 5%
17-tenor ER doesn't reject 5%
18-tenor ER doesn't reject 5%
19-tenor ER doesn't reject 5%
20-tenor ER doesn't reject 5%
10-tenor premia 1% doesn't reject
11-tenor premia 1% doesn't reject
12-tenor premia 1% doesn't reject
13-tenor premia 1% doesn't reject
14-tenor premia 1% doesn't reject
15-tenor premia 1% doesn't reject
16-tenor premia 1% doesn't reject
17-tenor premia 1% doesn't reject
18-tenor premia 1% doesn't reject
19-tenor premia 1% doesn't reject
20-tenor premia 1% doesn't reject
02-offset ER doesn't reject 5%
03-offset ER doesn't reject 5%
04-offset ER doesn't reject 5%
05-offset ER doesn't reject 5%
06-offset ER doesn't reject 5%
07-offset ER doesn't reject 5%
08-offset ER doesn't reject 5%
09-offset ER doesn't reject 5%
10-offset ER doesn't reject 5%
11-offset ER doesn't reject 5%
12-offset ER doesn't reject 5%
05-offset TWC doesn't reject 1%

Note: ADF has the unit root as the null hypothesis, KPSS has stationarity as the null hypothesis.

Interestingly, the exchange rate and interest rate are not I(0) processes, and should be tested for

cointegration. These results are hardly ground-breaking for monetary policy. Clarida, Galí and

Gertler (2000) argue that,  in the long run, theoretical  plausibility should thrive over empirical

inobservance. Nonetheless, from a statistical standpoint, such empirical constrain can very well

spoil overall results.
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Inflation and inflation gap were put under special scrutiny. Recalling that the Inflation Report is

quarterly disclosed and the COPOM meetings are every 42 days approximately, each

observation is potentially repeated. From July 1999 to June 2016 there were published 69

Inflation Reports. Hence, the original inflation series have duplicate values (or triplicate values)

in its 164 observations. Alternative series of inflation and inflation gap were constructed for

some tests, each with 69 observations. These series will be referred to as “clean series” as

opposed to the “original series”, not to be confused with “cropped series”, referring to the

inflation gap series with values for first period only (1999 to 2006), and zero otherwise.

The ADF test rejects the null hypothesis of unit root at 2% of inflation in level. Worth noting,

the  ADF test  does  not  reject  the  unit  root  hypothesis  if  a  constant  is  not  included  in  the  AR

process. However, the assumption that inflation is not a pure random walk process seems safer

than assuming otherwise. Accordingly, KPSS test does not reject the null hypothesis of

stationarity.

Table 8 Clean inflation series unit root tests.

Inflation t-stat 5% 1%
ADF Level -3.450* -2.91 -3.53
ADF First diff. -9.595** -2.91 -3.53

Inflation t-stat 10% 5%
KPSS Level     0.306 0.347 0.463

Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.
Note: ADF has the unit root as the null hypothesis, KPSS has stationarity as the null hypothesis.

Regarding inflation gap, in level, the null hypothesis of unit root is rejected at 5%.

Table 9 Clean inflation gap series unit root tests.

Inflation gap t-stat 5% 1%

ADF Level -2.242* -1.95 -2.60
ADF First diff. -8.381** -1.95 -2.60

Inflation gap t-stat 10% 5%

KPSS Level 0.240 0.347 0.463
Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.
Note: ADF has the unit root as the null hypothesis, KPSS has stationarity as the null hypothesis.
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Considering this variable is apparently only relevant during the FHC-Lula I period, a cropped

series was also tested (up until December 2006, 31 out of 69 observations remain). Stationarity

is unequivocally rejected at 1%. This again shows the utter abandonment of the inflation

targeting for the next 9 and half years after Lula takes office for the second time. This hinders

the analysis, as the unorthodox monetary policy that follows poses a threat to the very

foundation of inflation targeting.

Table 10Inflation gap series unit root tests.

t-stat 10% 5% 1%

Pe
ri

od
1 ADF Level -1.427 -1.95 -2.65

ADF First diff. -5.321** -1.95 -2.65
KPSS Level 0.257 0.347 0.463

Pe
ri

od
2 ADF Level     -1.605 -1.95 -2.65

ADF First diff. -6.171** -1.95 -2.65
KPSS Level 0.943** 0.463 0.739

Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.
Note: ADF has the unit root as the null hypothesis, KPSS has stationarity as the null hypothesis.

Table 10 below summarizes the findings. Inflation and inflation gap will be dealt with onwards

as if  I(1),  to ensure a thorough study. T-offset  TWC series will  also be assumed I(1),  though

results aren't perfectly comparable. As mentioned previously, the TWC series has 157

observations, against 164 of other series.

Interest rate being I(1), though found also in the aforementioned works, is likely to be the most

critical  point.  If  it  does  not  cointegrate  with  its  regressors,  this  may  produce  spurious

regressions.
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Table 11 Summary of unit root tests.

 Variable Notes Process

Interest rate Rate set by BCB in period t I(1)

Inflation Forward looking inflation Ambiguous, assumed I(1)
for robustness

Inflation gap Gap between inflation (above) and target, first
period only

Ambiguous, assumed I(1)
for robustness

Output gap Percentage gap between output, crude and HP-
filtered, first period only I(0)

x-tenor premia
Earliest available, at COPOM meeting of period t,
premium measured at x business days from next
futures contract settlement

I(0)

x-tenor ER
Earliest available, at COPOM meeting of period t,
exchange rate observed at x business days from next
futures contract settlement

I(1)

T-offset ER Exchange rate measured at T business days from
COPOM meeting of period t I(1)

T-offset TWC Trade Weighted Index for BRL, as a currency index
weighted by trade relevance I(1)

3.4 Cointegration

Series that are I(1) in nature are required to cointegrate to avoid spurious regressions. For

robustness, this criterion should exclude only output gap and x-tenor premia. The exchange

rates series (x-tenor and T-offset) behave similarly and were grouped under “exchange rate

series” for the purpose of this section.

Table 11 displays the results of the Johansen test for cointegration, both trace and maximum

eigenvalue.

Table 12 Cointegration tests (trace test) for the below pairs.

Inflation Inflation gap Exchange rate

Interest rate None:              0.1565 None:              0.1003 None:               0.4281
One at most:   0.1361 One at most:  0.0513 One at most:    0.0814

Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.
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Table 13 Cointegration tests (maximum eigenvalue test) for the below pairs.

Inflation Inflation gap Exchange rate

Interest rate None:              0.2263 None:               0.2379 None:                0.7011
One at most:   0.1361 One at most:   0.0513 One at most:     0.0814

Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.

A  problem  arises  when  there  are  signs  that  the  COPOM-set  short-term  interest  rate  is  not

cointegrating with inflation gap and exchange rates, when the pairs are tested individually. This

may indicate spurious regressions.

Inflation and inflation gap – following the same reasoning as on the previous section – will be

tested  for  cointegration  twice:  one  for  the  series  used  on  this  regression  (above,  the  “original

series”), and the other on the “clean series”, to validate or refute Taylor rule regressions done in

the past. The 69-observations series were tested for cointegration and the results can be seen on

the table below.

Table 14Cointegration tests (trace test) of the 69-observations series.

Inflation Inflation gap Exchange rate

Interest rate
None:             0.0594 None:              0.7244 None:              0.6020
One at most:  0.0347* One at most:   0.0866 One at most:   0.1262

Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.

Table 15Cointegration tests (maximum eigenvalue test) of the 69-observations series.

Inflation Inflation gap Exchange rate

Interest rate
None:             0.1791 None:             0.4576 None:               0.8086
One at most:  0.0347* One at most:  0.0866 One at most:    0.1262

Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.

This table produces results relevant to the validity of past regressions with Taylor rule in Brazil,

in the analyzed period, with or without the exchange rate. The hypothesis of cointegration

between inflation and interest rate was rejected at 5%, and the tests are bent towards no

cointegration on the other two pairs as well (interest rate with inflation gap and interest rate

with exchange rates).

The  issue  that  arose  with  the  mismatch  in  frequency  of  observations  –  between  inflation  and

interest  rates  –  proves  to  offer  a  trade-off.  If  the  researcher  uses  the  COPOM  decisions  on

interest rates as its anchor for further analysis, the inflation series will be prohibitive for error-
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correction models, for instance, as the first difference observations will be filled with zeroes in

between values. On the other hand, if the researcher chooses to work with a “cleaner” inflation

series, it will run into evidences of no cointegration. As a matter of fact, the very Johansen test

with inflation and inflation gap, by the same reason described above, may be put to question

given the correction term implied in its modelling. For that reason, as will be further explained,

residuals will also be scrutinized in search of evidence of cointegration.

Finally, using the “cropped” series of inflation gap (no-null values during period 1 and null

during period 2), cointegration between interest rates, inflation, inflation gap and exchange rate

is not seen.

Table 16 Cointegration tests (trace test) for the base regression settings.

Hypothesized Trace 0.05

No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.

None  0.115206  39.55312  47.85613  0.2389

At most 1  0.084902  20.09136  29.79707  0.4167

At most 2  0.023319  5.984163  15.49471  0.6974

At most 3  0.013942  2.232448  3.841466  0.1351
Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively (none in this table).

Table 17 Cointegration tests (maximum eigenvalue test) for the base regression settings.

Hypothesized Max-Eigen 0.05
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.

None  0.115206  19.46176  27.58434  0.3796

At most 1  0.084902  14.10720  21.13162  0.3563

At most 2  0.023319  3.751715  14.26460  0.8846

At most 3  0.013942  2.232448  3.841466  0.1351
Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively (none in this table).

The tests do not reject either cointegration nor no-cointegration. Table 17 summarizes the

findings and updates the series that will be analyzed in section 4.5.
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Table 18 Summary of cointegration analysis.

 Variable Notes Diagnosis

Interest rate Short term rate set by BCB in period t.
Does not seem to

cointegrate with its
regressors individually.

Inflation Forward looking inflation. Does not cointegrate if
inflation gap is cropped

or cleaned.Inflation gap Gap between inflation (above) and target, first
period only (namely, “cropped”).

Output gap Percentage gap between output, crude and HP-
filtered, first period only.

I(0) – not tested for
cointegration.

x-tenor premia
Earliest available, at COPOM meeting of period t,
premium measured at x business days from next
futures contract settlement.

I(0) – not tested for
cointegration.

x-tenor ER
Earliest available, at COPOM meeting of period t,
exchange rate observed at x business days from
next futures contract settlement. Too similar series;

Likely does not
cointegrate, although

there is no strong
rejection of cointegration

either.

T-offset ER Exchange rate measured at T business days from
COPOM meeting of period t.

T-offset TWC Trade Weighted Index for BRL, as a currency
index weighted by trade relevance.

On a final note regarding mixed signals, the Johansen’s tests assume normality. Residual

normality will be evaluated next, together with other indicators, to assess the goodness-of-fit.

As an alternative to the Johansen tests (given the normality hypothesis and the VECM deterrent

brought  by  the  inflation  series,  as  described  earlier),  the  residuals  of  some  regressions  were

tested for unit root. Residuals being I(0) are evidence of cointegration between the independent

variable  and  its  regressors.  In  the  following  chapter,  where  the  results  of  the  regressions  are

discussed, the residuals will  be further detailed.  In summary, neither of the regressions tested

ended up producing I(1) residuals.
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4. RESULTS

4.1 Regression Analysis

Firstly, a base regression will be identified, on top of which the exchange rate variables will be

added,  one  at  a  time.  The  software  used  in  section  4  was  the  PCGive  module  of  OxMetrics

version 5.10.

Referring back to equation 1, ϕ is a null vector for the standard Taylor Rule, on top of which,

four improvements are tested. These will be named R#01 through R#05. The standard Taylor

Rule is tested and results can be seen in table 18 and graph 1.

Table 19Regression results for R#01.

Variable Coefficient Std Error p-value
Constant   0.05991 0.01738   0.0007**
Inflation   1.46340 0.34140   0.0000**

Inflation gap -0.06116 0.31810   0.8478
Output gap -0.00497 0.04489   0.9120

Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.
Note: R2 = 0.3443; DW = 0.11

Graph 1 Actual SELIC target (continuous) versus R#01 regression results (dashed).
Note: Please mind that the y axis starts at 7% instead of 0%.

At first  glance,  inflation gap and output gap would be removed from the set.  However,  it  has

been identified previously that there has been a regime break, in which inflation gap lost its role

in monetary policy during the second term of Lula and stretching as far as – at least – the end of

the series, June 2016. Accordingly, this break will be dealt with first, in the following

regressions, with a dummy (R#02) and the substitution of inflation gap series with the
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previously-mentioned cropped inflation gap series, the “Inflation gap P1” (R#03). Before

moving out of this R#01, however, a few notes should be taken.

Possible misspecifications arise, as seen on table 19. Firstly, the null of no autocorrelation of

residuals is rejected at 1% (AR test on the table below), which is seconded by the Durbin-

Watson for autocorrelated residuals. The DW statistic being significantly lower than the R2 is a

sign of spurious regression. This effect will be observed repeatedly throughout this chapter, as

it was in Österholm (2003). On the second row, the null hypothesis of no ARCH effect on the

squared residuals is also rejected. This is also observed in Salgado, Garcia and Medeiros

(2005), and corrected with their non-linear threshold auto-regressive model. Residual normality

is  rejected  by  the  Jarque-Bera  test,  with  the  sample  correction  suggested  by  Doornik  and

Hansen, as seen on the third row of the table below. Last but not least, rows four and five find

heteroskedasticity on the residuals, both by squaring the regressors and cross-product of the

regressors. On the positive side, Ramsey’s Regression Specification test (RESET) cannot reject

the null of all linear coefficients, against the alternative that powers of the independent variable

have been omitted.

Table 20 Misspecification tests for R#01.

AR 1-2 test:      F(2,158)  =   659.35 [0.0000]**
ARCH 1-1 test:    F(1,158)  =   239.84 [0.0000]**
Normality test:   Chi^2(2)  =   14.622 [0.0007]**
Hetero test:     F(6,153)  =   4.5516 [0.0003]**
Hetero-X test:    F(9,150)  =   3.5547 [0.0005]**
RESET test: F(1,159)  =   2.1427 [0.1452]

Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.

The first improvement called for is the addition of a dummy variable (Dswitch), that segregates

first and second periods, as explained in section 3.2. The dummy turns out to be clearly

significant.

Table 21 Regression results for R#02.

Variable Coefficient Std Error p-value
Constant 0.14867 0.00954 0.0000**
Dswitch -0.06756 0.00306 0.0000**
Inflation 0.40245 0.17670 0.0241*
Inflation gap 0.51638 0.16060 0.0016**
Output gap        -0.00851 0.02236 0.7039
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Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.
Note: R2 = 0.8384; DW = 0.33

The dummy on table 20 implies that the real interest rate target moved from 14.9% in the first

period to 8.1% in the second period. As will be seen on R#03, this is not the only strong

evidence of a regime break between Lula I and Lula II.

Inflation gap moved to significance too, and with the correct sign. Output gap still has its sign

inverted, and it is insignificant. The increase in quality of the regression is also visual, indeed

for the first period, but even more emphatically for the second period. Graph 2 shows the R#02

regression.

Graph 2 Actual SELIC target (continuous) versus R#02 regression results (dashed).
Note: Please mind that the y axis starts at 7% instead of 0%.

Some misspecification problems disappear. Residuals are normal and heteroskedasticity is

reduced. Autocorrelation and ARCH effects are still present, and the regression is still likely to

be spurious, as R2 jumps from 0.3443 to 0.8384, but DW moves from 0.11 only to 0.33.

Table 22 Misspecification tests for R#02.

AR 1-2 test:      F(2,157)  =   179.16 [0.0000]**
ARCH 1-1 test:    F(1,157)  =   233.46 [0.0000]**
Normality test:   Chi^2(2)  =  0.36592 [0.8328]
Hetero test:    F(7,151)  =   1.5053 [0.1694]
Hetero-X test:  F(12,146) =   2.6470 [0.0031]**
RESET test:       F(1,158)  =   11.049 [0.0011]**

Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.

The next enhancement, to R#03, is the substitution of inflation gap to the cropped inflation gap.

Both inflation and cropped inflation gap become more significant.
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Table 23 Regression results for R#03.

Variable Coefficient Std Error p-value
Constant  0.13554 0.00636 0.0000**
Dswitch -0.05969 0.00330 0.0000**
Inflation  0.60325 0.10740 0.0000**
Infl. gap P1  0.49169 0.11520 0.0000**
Output gap -0.00223 0.02197 0.9194

Note: Infl. gap P1 stands for a cropped inflation gap series in which it assumes values only for the period between
1999 and 2006, and zero from 2007 to 2016.
Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.
Note: R2 = 0.8456; DW = 0.32

The dummy’s and cropped inflation gap’s significances as evidence of the theory that (i)

monetary policy of Lula’s first term was similar to the second term of FHC, and antagonized by

his second term; and (ii) former finance minister Mantega (March 2006 to January 2015) broke

away with his predecessors and set in course an agenda of fiscal dominance.

Graph 3 Actual SELIC target (continuous) versus R#03 regression results (dashed).
Note: Please mind that the y axis starts at 7% instead of 0%.

Though there seems to be slight visual improvement, swapping inflation gap series is aimed at

reducing misspecification problems. Alas, few changes are brought by the move. RESET test is

rendered back to no rejection, but normality and homoscedasticity are now being rejected at

10% and 5% respectively. R2 moves to 0.8456, and DW, to 0.32.

Table 24 Misspecification tests for R#03.

AR 1-2 test:    F(2,157)  =   189.44 [0.0000]**
ARCH 1-1 test:    F(1,157)  =   212.82 [0.0000]**
Normality test:   Chi^2(2)  =   5.3217 [0.0699]
Hetero test:      F(7,151)  =   2.6200 [0.0140]*
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Hetero-X test:    F(12,146) =   2.3764 [0.0079]**
RESET test:       F(1,158)  =  0.85663 [0.3561]

Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.

The lack of significance of output gap has been selectively ignored so far,  being removed for

the R#04 regression. The removal of this series does little to improve the results. Coefficients

are displayed to show how little the aforementioned change impacted their absolute values.

There’s almost no change in R2 and DW.

Table 25 Regression results for R#04.

Variable Coefficient Std Error p-value
Constant 0.13541 0.00619 0.0000**
Dswitch       -0.05965 0.00328 0.0000**
Inflation 0.60481 0.10600 0.0000**
Infl. gap P1 0.49305 0.11410 0.0000**

Note: P1 stands for cropped series with values from 1999 to 2006, and zero from 2007 and 2016.
Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.
Note: R2 = 0.8456; DW = 0.32

The misspecification tests were omitted for being virtually identical to the prior’s (R#03),

except for the heteroskedasticity tests, which take a turn for the worst.

Table 26 Misspecification tests for R#04.

Hetero test:      F(5,154)  =   3.6973 [0.0035]**
Hetero-X test:    F(7,152)  =   4.0356 [0.0004]**

Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.

Normality of residuals were not rejected at 5%, just as in R#03. The hypothesis of I(1) residuals

was rejected at 1% through ADF, and I(0) couldn’t be rejected by KPSS test, implying the I(1)

regressors may be cointegrating after all. Naturally, the graphical result of the R#04, displayed

in graph 4, is close to identical to that of the R#03.
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Graph 4 Actual SELIC target (continuous) versus R#04 regression results (dashed).
Note: Please mind that the y axis starts at 7% instead of 0%.

At this point,  it  is  clear that  the experiment during Dilma’s term, in which short-term interest

rate targets were continuously reduced from 12.5% in July 2011 to 7.25% in October 2012,

cannot be explained by change in fundamentals. Finally, after four consecutive meetings at

7.25%, the SELIC target moved 700 basis points upwards to 14.25% in little over two years (19

meetings, in which only three produced target maintenance).

The last enhancement that can be examined on this topic is, following the cropped inflation gap

rationale, to crop production gap too (R#05). Some improvement is observed.

Graph 5 Actual SELIC target (continuous) versus R#05 regression results (dashed).
Note: Please mind that the y axis starts at 7% instead of 0%.

The significance of output gap increases significantly, and its sign is now correct, implying that

the  BCB  will  expand  monetary  policy  if  there  is  idle  production  capacity.  The  sign  will  not

move back when exchange rate information is added. This is different from what was observed

when Huang, Margaritis and Mayes (2001) included their exchange rate variable.
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Table 27 Regression results for R#05.

Variable Coefficient Std Error p-value
Constant  0.13341 0.00634   0.0000**
Dswitch -0.05854 0.00336   0.0000**
Inflation  0.62022 0.10620   0.0000**
Infl. gap P1  0.53825 0.11820   0.0000**
Output. gap P1  0.05036 0.03593   0.1629

Note: P1 stands for cropped series with values from 1999 to 2006, and zero from 2007 and 2016.
Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.
Note: R2 = 0.8475; DW = 0.30

Improvement is clearer in the misspecification tests. Still, R2 is equal to 0.8475, and DW drops

to 0.30. The p-value of the normality test didn’t change much. Similarly, ADF also rejected

unit  root of residuals at  1%, and KPSS didn’t  reject  stationarity,  so good news as well  on the

cointegration front.

Table 28 Misspecification tests for R#05.

AR 1-2 test:      F(2,157)  =   198.75 [0.0000]**
ARCH 1-1 test:    F(1,157)  =   235.09 [0.0000]**
Normality test:   Chi^2(2)  =   5.5594 [0.0621]
Hetero test:      F(7,151)  =   2.2870 [0.0305]*
Hetero-X test:    F(11,147) =   2.3478 [0.0108]*
RESET test:       F(1,158)  =   1.5664 [0.2126]

Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.

There is a lessening of the heteroskedasticity problem, without aggravation of any other

problem. The table below compares log-likelihood, adjusted R2, and the information criteria

(Schwartz, Hannan-Quin and Akaike, respectively) of each regression discussed above.

Highlighted in dark and light gray are the best and second best respectively of each criterion.

Table 29Goodness of fit comparison between regressions.

Regression # log-likelihood Adj. R2 SC HQ AIC
R#01 309.093 0.3278 -3.6450 -3.6900 -3.7206
R#02 423.939 0.8332 -5.0145 -5.0706 -5.1090
R#03 427.665 0.8406 -5.0599 -5.1161 -5.1544
R#04 427.659 0.8416 -5.0910 -5.1359 -5.1666
R#05 428.667 0.8426 -5.0722 -5.1283 -5.1667

Note: p-values painted in light and dark gray correspond to rejection of insignificance at 5% and 1%.
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An alternative cropped output gap series was also tested, with first period as zero and only

second period with values, and the sign reverts back, with p-value going up to 0.2361. Together

with that worsening, homoscedasticity is now rejected at 1%. Also, information criteria are

worse as R#04 and R#05, being log-likelihood in between R#04 and R#05 (428.386). Those

results, together with qualitative evidence that former minister Mantega had indeed put in place

unorthodox monetary policies, allow us to renegade this version, and only work with

regressions R#01 through R#05.

Since there is no clear evidence of an absolute best regression between the last two, R#04 and

R#05 will be taken as basis for addition of exchange rates and exchange rate premia. As seen

above, there are two groups of series for spot exchange rates, and one for premia, with 11 series

within each group, aside from the single-series of trade weighted currency. Table 29 displays

the coefficients of each added variable and its respective p-value. The full tables with every

coefficient and goodness-of-fit results are detailed on Exhibit 7.4

Table 30Coefficients and significance of R#04 and R#05 with exchange rate information.

Base regression (R#04) Base regression (R#05)

Coefficient p-value Coefficient p-value

Base + 10-tenor ER 0.0050 0.05380 0.0058 0.11050

Base + 11-tenor ER 0.0047 0.06870 0.0055 0.13610

Base + 12-tenor ER 0.0045 0.07750 0.0053 0.15190

Base + 13-tenor ER 0.0046 0.07120 0.0055 0.13970

Base + 14-tenor ER 0.0046 0.07550 0.0054 0.14470

Base + 15-tenor ER 0.0044 0.08820 0.0052 0.16690

Base + 16-tenor ER 0.0047 0.07360 0.0055 0.14160

Base + 17-tenor ER 0.0050 0.04890 0.0058 0.10350

Base + 18-tenor ER 0.0050 0.05300 0.0058 0.10920

Base + 19-tenor ER 0.0050 0.05380 0.0058 0.10970

Base + 20-tenor ER 0.0052 0.04870 0.0060 0.10070

Base + 10-tenor premia 0.0130 0.27550 0.0187 0.46750

Base + 11-tenor premia 0.0172 0.24580 0.0213 0.35430

Base + 12-tenor premia 0.0183 0.24530 0.0240 0.38640

Base + 13-tenor premia 0.0252 0.19340 0.0293 0.26810

Base + 14-tenor premia 0.0551 0.00480 0.0580 0.00800

Base + 15-tenor premia 0.0366 0.08320 0.0427 0.14980

Base + 16-tenor premia 0.0272 0.18160 0.0332 0.28400

Base + 17-tenor premia 0.0301 0.17250 0.0376 0.28850

Base + 18-tenor premia 0.0407 0.02180 0.0442 0.03730

Base + 19-tenor premia 0.0271 0.10040 0.0313 0.16240

Base + 20-tenor premia 0.0303 0.08420 0.0358 0.15690
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Base + 12-offset ER 0.0048 0.06480 0.0056 0.12980

Base + 11-offset ER 0.0046 0.07330 0.0055 0.14590

Base + 10-offset ER 0.0045 0.07890 0.0054 0.15670

Base + 09-offset ER 0.0043 0.08650 0.0052 0.16940

Base + 08-offset ER 0.0042 0.09460 0.0051 0.18390

Base + 07-offset ER 0.0043 0.08740 0.0052 0.17230

Base + 06-offset ER 0.0046 0.07170 0.0054 0.14350

Base + 05-offset ER 0.0047 0.06360 0.0055 0.13000

Base + 04-offset ER 0.0046 0.06760 0.0055 0.13890

Base + 03-offset ER 0.0048 0.06030 0.0056 0.12650

Base + 02-offset ER 0.0048 0.05730 0.0056 0.12130

Base + 05-offset TWC 0.0181 0.02260 0.0156 0.05910

Note: p-values painted in light and dark gray correspond to rejection of insignificance at 5% and 1%.

Coefficients for premia are less stable among each of the x-tenor series, for both base

regressions. In addition, considering that the premia is 100 times smaller than the exchange

rate, the overall impact of this variable on the BCB’s interest rate target seems considerably

smaller.

When added information on exchange rates, the significance of output gap drops sharply. Log-

likelihood of regressions with R#05-basedare better than the ones from R#04; R2 doesn’t show

significant differences (see Exhibit 7.4 for details). On information criteria, the pattern

displayed above repeats itself. R#04 outperforms in SC and HQ, and underperforms in AIC.

On significance, discarding either group of series of exchange rates is rejected at 10% for

R#04-kernel regressions. For R#05-generated regressions, p-values of the two groups of

exchange rate series hover between 10%-15%. The trade-weighted currency seems to add more

robustness, with its insignificance being rejected at 5%. Premia series are much more dispersed,

ranging  from  rejection  at  1%  to  almost  50%.  Once  again,  R#04’s  premia  significance

outperforms  R#05’s.  There  is  a  downward  trending  pattern  in  significances  as  the  tenors  get

higher (i.e.  more distant from the future's  maturity),  which may or may not be a coincidence,

and leaves the question open for further investigation. Nonetheless, the high dispersion seems

to indicate there is no hidden value in the FX markets premia. These findings will be discussed

on the following chapter.

Misspecifications were not at all corrected (nor worsened) by adding either of the series, except

for the TWC series, which produced a 5% rejection on normality. The residuals are apparently
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all I(0), KPSS couldn’t reject H0 and ADF rejected unit root at 1% for ER-added regressions

and 5% for TWI-added regressions (both R#05 and R#04). In the vast majority of the 34

regressions, homoscedasticity was rejected at 5% for R#05-based, and 1% for R#04-based

regressions.

The fact the exchange rates showed some level of significance is not necessarily a positive sign,

as it may very well be the case of spurious regression, given the mixed signs whether interest

rates and exchange rates are cointegrating or not. One sign of that is the relationship between

R2 (hovering around 0.844) and DW (around 0.285). When the premia series are placed instead

of exchange rates series, DW rises (fluctuating between around 0.310 but reaching as high as

0.376), despite the slight drop in R2.

4.2 Other Considerations

A very common variation of the Taylor Rule,  one that  accounts for a smoothing factor in the

interest rate, was taken into consideration. This version was presented in Clarida, Galí and

Gertler (1997), Orphanides (1997) and Rudebusch (2002). It is also observed in other works

regarding  data  from  the  US  by  Castelnuovo  (2003),  New  Zealand  by  Huang,  Margaritis  and

Mayes (2001) and Brazil by Minella, Freitas, Goldfajn and Muinhos (2002). The reasoning

behind this is both to account for shocks that take longer than the time in between meetings to

dissipate, and for an operational feature of central banks. Under the stress of possibly sharp rate

cuts or hikes, financial markets will increase their hedge on interest rate exposure, bringing in

additional costs and consequently inefficiency.

Two regressions, with and without the smoothing parameter, were run, and there was no

significant difference that would justify the soothing factor. Furthermore, the smoothing factor

didn’t remove the autocorrelation of residuals.

(3)
∗ = + + + 	 								

= 	 ∗ + (1 − )	 ∗ + 																									

The above system of equations was translated into a restricted error correction model:

(4) = + + + 	 + 	∆ + 	∆ + 	∆ 	
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With the restricted coefficients: = 	 / ; = 	 /

Graph 6 Actual SELIC target (continuous) versus R#05 regression results (dashed), (repeated).

Graph 7 Actual SELIC target (continuous) versus R#05 regression results with smoothing (dashed).

Table 31Comparison between regression with and without smoothing factor.

R#05 not smoothed R#05 with smoothing
Variable Coefficient p-value Variable Coefficient p-value
Constant 0.13341 0.0000** Constant 0.13388 0.0000**
Dswitch    -0.05854 0.0000** Dswitch    -0.05578 0.0000**
Inflation 0.62022 0.0000** Inflation lag 0.56526 0.0000**
Infl. gap P1 0.53825 0.0000** Infl. gap P1 lag 0.65097 0.0000**
Output. gap P1    -0.05036 0.1629 Outp. gap P1 lag    -0.04983 0.2170

Δ Inflation 0.40227 0.0010**
Δ Infl. gap P1 0.46326 (restricted) ҂

Δ Outp. gap P1    -0.03546 (restricted) ҂

Log-likelihood 428.667 Log-likelihood 419.856
AIC -5.1667 AIC -5.1680
HQ -5.1283 HQ -5.1210
SC -5.0722 SC -5.0522
Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.
Note: ҂Restricted variables, not estimates
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Misspecification tests point not only to the failure on removing autocorrelation, reassuring

Österholm’s (2003) point that serial correlation could be the cause of apparent significance of

the smoothing effect, but with the aggravation of rejecting normality.

Table 32 Misspecification results for smoothed regression.

EGE-AR 1-2 test:  F(2,151)  =   433.18 [0.0000]**
Normality test:   Chi^2(2)  =   8.0077 [0.0182]*
Hetero test:      F(13,139) =   1.6137 [0.0881]
Hetero-X test:    F(31,121) =   2.2534 [0.0009]**

Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.

Before moving on, and discarding completely both the smoothing tool and the premia series,

one thing may be worth mentioning. Three R#04-based regressions with smoothing parameter

were run, each with the inclusion of one series: the best performing premia series

(insignificance rejected at 1%, normality not rejected but homoscedasticity rejected), the worst

performing premia series (not significant), and the best performing exchange rate series

(insignificance rejected at 1%, homoscedasticity not rejected but normality rejected, and the

confidence of the coeficient for ΔInflation drops to 2%). Although there was no significant

improvement technically, visually the best performing premia series produced hikes an valleys

that  seemed  to  match  the  actual  path  of  interest  rates  from  2007  roughly  to  2010.  This  may

suggest there is a threshold or regime in which the premia does provide input to monetary

policy. Perhaps the regime identifying variable that, the equivalent to what Salgado, Garcia and

Medeiros (2005) used for fixed exchange rate policy, is yet to be found within the foreign

exchange markets. If that is the case, this study shows at least that there is a considerable

amount of data cleansing to extract that input.

Graph 8 Actual SELIC target (continuous) versus the results of the R#04 regression with best performing
premium series (dashed).
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Graph 9 Actual SELIC target (continuous) versus the results of the R#04 regression with worst performing
premium series (dashed).

Graph 10 Actual SELIC target (continuous) versus the results of the R#04 regression with best performing
exchange rate series (dashed).

Another output gap series was produced, using BCB’s generated IBC-Br series. The IBC-Br is

a measurement of production with monthly estimates for agriculture and cattle, industry and

services. The downside of this series is that it starts at December 20028. That means three and a

half years less of data for the analysis, and the loss of all FHC period. The same HP-filter logic

was applied to the construction of the output gap, which will be referred to IBC gap.

The same path of regressions (R#01 through R#03) was followed, with similar results. Non-

cropped inflation gap series did become significant, but with an insignificant IBC gap (p-value

0.1324), and all misspecification tests other than normality having negative results. In addition,

the coefficients increased significantly in absolute value, with inverted signs on inflation and

output gap. This regression will be named R#06 for simplicity.

8The construction of this series also implies that the COPOM had an accurate forecast of what the month-end
figure would be. Currently, this series is disclosed with two months lag, meaning that the December month-end
official numbers would be available by mid-February.
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Table 33 Regression results for R#06.

Variable Coefficient Std Error p-value
Constant  0.24242 0.02624 0.0000**
Dswitch -0.06927 0.00386 0.0000**
Inflation -1.60784 0.54100 0.0036**
Inflation gap  2.41029 0.50430 0.0000**
IBC gap -0.09385 0.06194 0.1324

Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.

This regression implies some unexpected features. The constant produces unrealistically high

natural  rate target  for the BCB (24% per annum). The negative sign on inflation and positive

sign on inflation gap suggest BCB would reduce rates as inflation increases, and contradictorily

overreact (2.41) as inflation surpasses the band. The positive sign on output gap says BCB will

increase rates when production capacity is idle. Still here, the constant is significant and points

to the same regime break observed previously.

These  issues  put,  regression  R#03  is  now  regenerated  with  the  IBC  gap,  and  it  produces  all

significant coefficients. This regression will be named R#07.

Table 34 Regression results for R#07.

Variable       Coefficient Std Error          p-value
Constant  0.14079 0.00754 0.0000**
Dswitch -0.05024 0.00458 0.0000**
Inflation  0.35556 0.14030 0.0126*
Infl. gap P1  0.85664 0.16310 0.0000**
IBC gap        -0.23565 0.06645 0.0006**

Note: Infl. gap P1 stands for a cropped inflation gap series in which it assumes values only for the period between
2002 and 2006, and zero from 2007 to 2016.
Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.

Graph 11 Actual SELIC target (continuous) versus R#07 regression results (dashed).
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Note: Please mind that the y axis starts at 7% instead of 0%.

Most  of  the  issues  in  coefficient  value  observed  in  R#06 are  fixed,  except  the  coefficient  for

output gap. One possible explanantion for the output gap is reverse causality.  It  would not be

the case that rates increase because production is contracting. In fact, production is contracting

once rates start to increase. This is possible since the impact of interest rates in output

materializes in the following observation or observations. Indeed, when a lead is added to IBC

gap, R2 increases, from 0.8537 to 0.8674 (first lead), to 0.8833 (second lead), to 0.8950 (third

lead). The p-value of all IBC gap coefficients in these regressions is maintained at 0. An

additional reason for that could be that output gap measurement error, since detrended GDP

series is not the appropriate measure for the output gap as mentioned earlier.

Misspecification tests produce results close to those from R#05, with a worsening only of

heteroscedasticity. R2 rendered 0.8537 and DW 0.261.

Table 35 Misspecification tests for R#07.

AR 1-2 test:      F(2,114)  =   200.90 [0.0000]**
ARCH 1-1 test:    F(1,114)  =   139.66 [0.0000]**
Normality test:   Chi^2(2)  =   5.4923 [0.0642]
Hetero test:      F(7,108)  =   5.5563 [0.0000]**
Hetero-X test:    F(12,103) =   3.7182 [0.0001]**
RESET test:       F(1,115)  =  0.40048 [0.5281]

Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.

There may be some evidence of cointegration, albeit that may also be caused by the decrease in

the number of observations. With 121 observations, 43 short of the other regressions, ADF and

KPSS find it harder to produce rejections.

Table 36IBC-Br generated output gap series unit root tests

t-stat 10% 5% 1%

O
ut

pu
t

ga
p

ADF Level -1.224 -2.89 -3.49
ADF First diff. -1.958 -2.89 -3.49
KPSS Level   0.237 0.347  0.463

R
#0

6
re

si
du

al
s ADF Level -2.864 -2.89 -3.49

ADF First diff. -3.534** -2.89 -3.49
KPSS Level   0.157 0.347  0.463

Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively.
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The Johansen tests produce more evidence of cointegration, albeit inconsistently. Trace test

rejects the null of no cointegration, while the max eigenvalue test does not9.

Table 37 Cointegration tests (trace test) for the base regression settings.

Hypothesized Trace 0.05

No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.

None* 0.164690 48.92584 47.85613 0.0395

At most 1 0.145035 28.05141 29.79707 0.0784

At most 2 0.066736 9.874798 15.49471 0.2905

At most 3 0.015932 1.863030 3.841466 0.1723
Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively (none in this table).

Table 38 Cointegration tests (maximum eigenvalue test) for the base regression settings.

Hypothesized Max-Eigen 0.05

No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.

None 0.164690 20.87443 27.58434 0.2839

At most 1 0.145035 18.17661 21.13162 0.1234

At most 2 0.066736 8.011768 14.2646 0.3775

At most 3 0.015932 1.863030 3.841466 0.1723
Note: One and two asterisks (* and **) stand for rejections at 5% and 1% respectively (none in this table).

The residuals  of  R#07 are  now only  being  rejected  as  I(1)  by  the  ADF test  at  10%.  The  I(0)

hypothesis is not rejected by KPSS. On the following table, goodness-of-fit indicators for R#07

are compared with previous regressions. Once again, these results have also the effect of less

observations.

Table 39Goodness of fit comparison between regressions.

Regression # log-likelihood   Adj. R2        SC        HQ       AIC
R#03 427.665 0.8406 -5.0599 -5.1161 -5.1544
R#04 427.659 0.8416 -5.0910 -5.1359 -5.1666
R#05 428.667 0.8426 -5.0722 -5.1283 -5.1667
R#07 314.426 0.8474 -4.9990 -5.0676 -5.1149

Including the exchange rate related information to R#07 render insignificant coefficients, and

much more dispersed. While previously the p-value of coefficients for exchange rate spots (x-

9To preserve these results as regarding only the R#07 regression, it was left to a footnote the cointegration test of
the full inflation gap series (as opposed to “cropped series”). The hypothesis of no cointegration is rejected with p-
values equal to 3.17% and 7.05% for the trace and max eigenvalue tests respectively. This result benefits from the
fact that residual normality was not rejected with these series.
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tenor ER) fluctuated between 5% and 10% for R#04 and 10%-15% for R#05, they now hover

between 50%-60% mostly, with one series (20-tenor ER) having a p-value as low as 0.4194. X-

tenor premia series swing even more widly. The 14-tenor’s p-value is 0.0214, 15-tenor’s p-

value is 0.3301, and 16-tenor’s p-value is 0.9611. The TWC series has a p-value of 0.8645.

Again, misspecification tests do not change significantly when any series of exchange rate

related information is added. The irony in this result is that both the Finance Ministry and the

Central Bank have utilized several instruments to influence the exchange rate, it would be only

coherent that the explanatory power of exchange rates be considerable to setting short-term

interest rate targets.
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5. CONCLUSION

5.1 Possible Limitations and Extensions

Before revisiting the conclusions that were drawn alongside the development of this work, it is

worth compiling the limitations that may hinder them.

The output gap itself stands as a limiting factor. Souza Júnior (2005) points out that using HP

filter for the product gap, though recommended for being a robust way to draw out the cyclical

component, ignores macroeconomic factors that would have otherwise led to a different

conclusion. The filter assumes symmetric gaps along the time-series. In his words, freely

translated, “throughout the entirety of the series, the sum of the gaps will be zero. There is no

theoretical justification for such symmetry.” Using other methods for extracting the output gap

may render significantly different time-series, hence, results.

The relationship between the spot and future has an implicit non-linearity. As mentioned

earlier, the spot is truly freely negotiated, while the futures are subject to circuit breakers,

possibly causing distortion in the data. This issue was not dealt with, it was assumed the

distortions will fall into the residuals.

Minella, Freitas, Goldfajn and Muinhos (2002) compare their results with a version of the

regression that has the “SELIC gap” as their independent variable, meaning the HP-filtered

residual of the COPOM decisions. On their understanding, a rate maintenance on a downward

trend  can  be  seen  as  monetary  tightening,  especially  –  as  they  put  it  –  on  a  scenario  of  high

interest rates, which comprise the first three years of this study (and the entirety of the

aforementioned study). Their comparison finds relevant differences between the two, and the

same approach could be applied with the extended database of this work, allied with the

findings that  were not available at  2002. As mentioned on section 2,  Minella et.  al.  pondered

two years of expected inflation. This was neither reproduced nor tested. Adding this variable in

the future may enrich this study.

As the IOF law changed, it added a volatility component to market expectations in general.

These effects call for further investigation, not only the direct – mathematical – impact of each
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decree, but the “political risk” these changes brought, as friction to the gears within the inner

workings of the Brazilian financial markets.

One may notice, graphically, that adding one FX premium series to the Taylor Rule accounts

for specific spikes in the interest rate target. It is left for future research to assess whether there

is a threshold limit beyond which such premia are brought into consideration by the central

bankers.  Still  regarding  the  implicit  premium,  it  stands  out  from the  daily  data  that  the  daily

premium is highly volatile. This raises two concerns. Firstly, there may be a way to smooth the

series or to reconnect the 11 aforementioned series together in such a fashion that improves

results. Secondly, such variability raises concern at UIP-related or Fama-related papers that rely

on end-of-month results solely.

5.2 Final Remarks

This study offered a detailed analysis on the Brazilian monetary policy compliance to a Taylor

or Taylor-like rule. It put under scrutiny the simplest form of the rule, and versions of the rule

with exchange rate related regressors, following the arguments of past works. Breakpoints and

the widespread smoothing factor were also put under the magnifying glass.

All in all, this work finds severe misspecification indicators, autocorrelation being the most

persistent, even after the smoothing factor is included. It found unstable coefficients, and it also

raised the likelihood of spurious regressions, with mixed signs on cointegration. Adding

exchange rates to the Taylor Rule didn’t produce significant improvements to the strength of

the regression nor to its misspecification testes. Even so, they seem to belong better to the

monetary policy rule than the premia, a result that possibly strips off the risk-reflecting feature

of exchange rate premia.

By  no  means  has  this  work  aimed  to  obliterate  the  Taylor  Rule  hypothesis  for  Brazil.  Most

coefficients were significant to some extent, and some expected features were indeed seen

empirically.  There was a sharp drop in the real  interest  rate target at  the second term of Lula

onwards (or during the mandate of Mantega), together with the apparent abandonment of

inflation and output targets. This study is not intended to become an essay on fiscal dominance,

but it does serve as further evidence that, throughout Mantega’s term as Finance Minister, the
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BCB became more and more subject to its fiscal policy. As taxation and capital control

measures became more frequent (Exhibit 7.1), inflation targeting became less of a norm.

The IBC-Br index started being produced in 2010, and was recalculated retroactively up to

year-end 2002. When replacing the industrial production index with the IBC-Br, output gap

indeed became more relevant. Particularly in that regression, exchange rate related information

is completely discarded from monetary policy. One may argue that monetary policy during

Mantega’s mandate shifted towards IBC-Br. However, the inverted sign for output gap is left

with no explanation other than reverse causality, and there are still indicators of a weak or

unclear connection between inflation target and COPOM set interest rates during the 2007-

2016 period.

Exchange rates showed weak-at-best evidence that it had been playing a role in monetary

policy, which comes as a surprise to some extent, considering the amount of capital controls

and exchange rate interventions observed in the second period of this work. Graphically, the

premia series seem to explain some otherwise unexplained hikes in interest rate, which

suggests, at least, the absence of another variable, possibly relevant from a threshold level. Still

regarding the premia, this work laid out the necessity of properly calculating it, aided by the

available instruments onto which the premium materializes. When doing so, the resulting

variability among daily series of the premium suggests the academia to reexamine results

obtained with end-of-month premia.

Finally, it is left for future reference a precise and spot-on method for surgically extracting

series, from the timing of each variable to the correct read of market-cleared financial

instruments. The author, thus, hopes to have added another grain of sand on the technical

framework  that  empowers  the  academia  to  analyze,  criticize  and  guide  monetary  policy,  in

Brazil and elsewhere.
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7. APPENDIX

7.1 IOF changes

The table below contains the changes per date on the IOF tax, applicable, among others, to currency and currency related financial transactions.

For clearness, changes from previous status are emphasized in bold.

Table 40Misspecification results for smoothed regression.

Date Tax mechanism Market Target Tax Notes
14/12/2007 IOF Spot/Futures Brazilian entities borrowing USD from abroad 5% if tenor ≤ 90 days Over notional, for banks and companies.
03/01/2008 IOF Spot/Futures Brazilian entities borrowing USD from abroad 5.38% if t ≤ 90 days Over notional, for banks and companies.

03/01/2008 IOF Spot Imports or exports of goods and services 0.38% of invoice
12/03/2008 IOF Spot Imports (not exports) of goods and services 0.38% of invoice

17/03/2008 IOF Spot Foreign investors (fixed income only) 1.5% of USD invested Excludes direct investment
22/10/2008 IOF Spot Foreign investors (fixed income and stocks) 0% of USD invested Excludes direct investment

22/10/2008 IOF Spot Brazilian entities borrowing USD from abroad 0% to any tenor Over notional, for banks and companies.
19/01/2009 IOF Spot Foreign investors (fixed income and stocks) 2% of USD invested Excludes direct investment

05/10/2010 IOF Spot Foreign investors (fixed income only) 4% of USD invested Tax for stocks are kept at 2%
18/10/2010 IOF Spot Foreign investors (fixed income only) 6% of USD invested Excludes direct investment

18/10/2010 IOF Futures Foreign investors (fixed income only) 6% of USD margin Charged at margin deposit
30/12/2010 IOF Spot Tax on import or export of goods and services 0% of invoice
30/12/2010 IOF Spot/Futures Brazilian entities borrowing USD from abroad 5.38% if t ≤ 90 days Over notional, for banks and companies.
06/01/2011 Compulsory1 Derivatives All banks operational in Brazil, short in USD 60%, over threshold Proportional to equity

28/03/2011 IOF Spot/Futures Brazilian entities borrowing USD from abroad 6% if tenor ≤ 360 d Over notional, for banks and companies.
06/04/2011 IOF Spot/Futures Brazilian entities borrowing USD from abroad 6% if tenor ≤ 720 d Over notional, for banks and companies.

26/07/2011 IOF Derivatives Tax over short-selling (futures or options *Δ2) 1% pm of net exposure Law leaves room for 25% increase, never happens
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01/12/2011 IOF Spot Foreign investors (stocks only) 0% of USD invested
01/03/2012 IOF Spot/Futures Brazilian entities borrowing USD from abroad 6% if tenor ≤ 1080 d Over notional, for banks and companies.

12/03/2012 IOF Spot/Futures Brazilian entities borrowing USD from abroad 6% if tenor ≤ 1800 d Over notional, for banks and companies.

15/03/2012 IOF Spot/Futures Brazilian entities borrowing USD from abroad 6% if tenor ≤ 1800 d Reimburses exporters that show proof of hedge
14/06/2012 IOF Spot/Futures Brazilian entities borrowing USD from abroad 6% if tenor ≤ 720 d Over notional, for banks and companies.

05/12/2012 IOF Spot/Futures Brazilian entities borrowing USD from abroad 6% if tenor ≤ 360 d Over notional, for banks and companies.

04/06/2013 IOF Spot Foreign investors (fixed income only) 0% of USD invested
04/06/2013 IOF Futures Foreign investors (fixed income only) 0% of USD margin Charged at margin deposit
12/06/2013 IOF Derivatives Tax over short-selling (futures or options *Δ2) 0% pm of net exposure
01/07/2013 Compulsory1 Derivatives All banks operational in Brazil, short in USD 0%, over threshold Proportional to equity

04/06/2014 IOF Spot/Futures Brazilian entities borrowing USD from abroad 6% if tenor ≤ 180 d Over notional, for banks and companies.

03/05/2016 IOF Spot Cash purchases 1.1% over notional
Source: Brazilian laws and decrees as referenced.
  Notes:

1. Compulsory stands for compulsory deposit requirements at the Brazilian Central Bank
2. Taxation over FX options was to be calculated over the delta of the contract, and the banks were to be charged every month-end. Since the delta depends on the

volatility, the beginning date of the charge was reschedule more than once to adapt to the banks’ and the clearinghouses’ needs in order to be fully operational.
However, at every postponing, it was assured to the market that the calculations would be retroactive. Considering the information the banks had at hand, thus
without the benefit of hindsight, the reschedule dates have little relevance on analyzing market expectations.
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7.2 Exchange rate premia - series differentiation

The following aims to justify why there was no attempt to rejoin the 24 time-series back into

one.  To  illustrate  how they  may be  innately  different,  assuming  the  premium implies  a  risk

component, the expected payoff of an investor taking advantage of the premium opportunity

for a one-day-tenor carry trade would be:

(5) [ ] = ∗ 	 ( )
/

∗ (1 − ( )) − 1 + ∗ 	

Being, E[α]: Expected payoff;

δ(1): Probability of not receiving the Dollars invested in Reais for one day;

N: Notional value of the loan in US Dollars to be invested in Brazil;

F1: First future price maturing in 1 day;

S: Spot price;

P1: Quoted annual rate of the Brazilian risk-free yield curve for 1 day tenor;

L1: Quoted annual rate of the US risk-free yield curve for 1 day tenor;

This equation assumes a situation where the maturity of the trade is both one calendar day and

one business day from the inception date.

After some manipulation, and resorting to the efficient markets assumption, one may

conclude the following.

(6) 0 = ∗	
( )
∗ 1 − ( ) − 1 + ∗ ( ) 	

Being, ρ(1): Premium of tenor equal to one day

δ(1): Probability of not receiving the Dollars invested in Reais for one day;

N: Notional value of the loan in US Dollars to be invested in Brazil;

L1: Quoted annual rate of the US risk-free yield curve for 1 day tenor;
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If this supposed risk component behaves like a probability of default, it is expected that the

probability of failure on a one-day carry trade relates to the probability of failure on a two-day

carry trade, holding all else equal, as follows.

(7) ( ) = ( ) + 1 − ( ) ∗ ( ) = 2 ( ) − ( ) 	

Being, δ(t): Probability of not receiving the Dollars invested in Reais for t days;

Under the same set of assumptions the expected payoff of a two day carry trade should still be

zero.

(8)
( )
∗ 1 − ( ) − 1 + ∗ ( ) =

( )
∗ 1 − ( ) − 1 + ∗ ( )	

(9)
( )
∗ 1 − ( ) − 1 + ∗ ( ) =

( )
∗ 1 − 2 ( ) + ( ) − 1 + ∗

(2 ( ) − ( ) )	

Equation (9) displays a scenario in which two premia for different tenor sizes do not belong to

a single series (they are not conceptually equal). If the assumptions change, the relationship

between the two premia changes, but they remain different. Thus the above demonstration

serves as prerogative for not attempting to rejoin the 24 time-series back into one.
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7.3 Time Series characteristics

Table 41Descriptive statistics of series

#Obs. Mean
Std

Deviation Skew.
Exc.

Kurtosis Min Max Normality test

Interest Rate 164 0.151 0.045383 0.325 -0.336 0.073 0.265  5.0903 [0.0785]

Inflation 164 0.063 0.019020 1.052 1.143 0.031 0.124  39.709 [0.0000]**

Inflation gap 164 0.016 0.020403 1.340 1.802 -0.014 0.089  76.214 [0.0000]**

Output gap 164
-

0.00449 0.067861 0.404 -0.123 -0.14649 0.19681  5.9455 [0.0512]
Inflation
(Period 1) 88 0.068 0.020180 0.885 0.582 0.034 0.124  15.274 [0.0005]**
Inflation gap
(Period 1) 88 0.019 0.023166 1.159 0.825 -0.011 0.089  36.703 [0.0000]**
Output gap
(Period 1) 88

-
0.00156 0.059675 0.433 -0.629 -0.11094 0.12810  7.7965 [0.0203]*

Inflation
(Period 2) 76 0.057 0.015766 1.156 1.868 0.031 0.108  16.477 [0.0003]**
Inflation gap
(Period 2) 76 0.012 0.015766 1.156 1.868 -0.014 0.063  16.477 [0.0003]**
Output gap
(Period 2) 76

-
0.00789 0.076109 0.427 -0.093 -0.14649 0.19681  2.8080 [0.2456]

10-tenor ER 164 2.367 0.59236 0.910 0.117 1.576 4.031  50.533 [0.0000]**

11-tenor ER 164 2.362 0.58761 0.879 0.071 1.575 4.054  46.628 [0.0000]**

12-tenor ER 164 2.361 0.58878 0.873 0.016 1.575 4.001  47.991 [0.0000]**

13-tenor ER 164 2.360 0.58717 0.859 -0.008 1.579 3.991  46.461 [0.0000]**

14-tenor ER 164 2.360 0.58915 0.839 -0.066 1.576 4.041  45.300 [0.0000]**

15-tenor ER 164 2.353 0.58359 0.855 -0.013 1.569 4.046  45.846 [0.0000]**

16-tenor ER 164 2.352 0.58130 0.856 -0.028 1.578 4.033  46.840 [0.0000]**

17-tenor ER 164 2.360 0.59725 0.926 0.151 1.563 4.047  52.261 [0.0000]**

18-tenor ER 164 2.360 0.59548 0.912 0.084 1.554 4.015  52.628 [0.0000]**

19-tenor ER 164 2.358 0.59214 0.874 -0.016 1.569 4.014  49.642 [0.0000]**

20-tenor ER 164 2.357 0.58999 0.887 0.021 1.565 4.052  50.500 [0.0000]**
10-tenor
premia 164 0.03250 0.085135 1.137 19.908 -0.50281 0.50044  349.83 [0.0000]**
11-tenor
premia 164 0.03347 0.078810 2.157 17.096 -0.36141 0.55546  96.778 [0.0000]**
12-tenor
premia 164 0.02944 0.071846 3.665 20.834 -0.17893 0.53969  335.83 [0.0000]**
13-tenor
premia 164 0.02667 0.065188 1.320 13.913 -0.28774 0.39591  175.81 [0.0000]**
14-tenor
premia 164 0.02765 0.069842 3.824 24.897 -0.22574 0.55886  274.18 [0.0000]**
15-tenor
premia 164 0.02672 0.060408 4.276 23.563 -0.06566 0.46674  790.80 [0.0000]**
16-tenor
premia 164 0.02685 0.059231 2.546 13.852 -0.21641 0.38426  84.567 [0.0000]**
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17-tenor
premia 164 0.02014 0.054440 3.137 13.550 -0.12097 0.31820  341.55 [0.0000]**
18-tenor
premia 164 0.02381 0.074535 4.716 33.279 -0.13985 0.65990  608.50 [0.0000]**
19-tenor
premia 164 0.02665 0.076828 2.084 10.233 -0.29846 0.39683  59.469 [0.0000]**
20-tenor
premia 164 0.02790 0.07113 3.595 17.302 -0.19404 0.50256  491.14 [0.0000]**

12-offset ER 164 2.357 0.58876 0.911 0.088 1.550 4.050  52.256 [0.0000]**

11-offset ER 164 2.356 0.58947 0.920 0.113 1.560 4.050  52.908 [0.0000]**

10-offset ER 164 2.357 0.58554 0.908 0.114 1.570 4.020  50.345 [0.0000]**

09-offset ER 164 2.358 0.58949 0.942 0.242 1.550 4.050  51.324 [0.0000]**

08-offset ER 164 2.355 0.58734 0.902 0.099 1.560 4.040  49.821 [0.0000]**

07-offset ER 164 2.358 0.58960 0.890 0.039 1.580 4.050  50.135 [0.0000]**

06-offset ER 164 2.360 0.59067 0.887 0.068 1.580 4.040  48.258 [0.0000]**

05-offset ER 164 2.363 0.59402 0.887 0.055 1.580 3.990  48.930 [0.0000]**

04-offset ER 164 2.363 0.59328 0.874 0.020 1.580 4.000  48.045 [0.0000]**

03-offset ER 164 2.365 0.59583 0.904 0.101 1.570 4.050  50.152 [0.0000]**

02-offset ER 164 2.365 0.59591 0.905 0.127 1.570 4.030  49.086 [0.0000]**

05-offset TWC 157 1.2864 0.25307 0.595 -0.643 0.918 1.941 31.051 [0,0000]**

Graph 12 Interest rate (actual SELIC target) series.
Note: Vertical line divides series into periods one and two. See source table on section 3.1 for further details.
Note: y-axis in rate per annum.
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Graph 13 Exchange rate series.
Note: Vertical line divides series into periods one and two. See source table on section 3.1 for further details.
Note: y-axis in Reais per Dollar.

Graph 14 Trade-weighted exchange rate series.
Note: Vertical line divides series into periods one and two. See source table on section 3.1 for further details.
Note: y-axis in Reais per Dollar.
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Graph 15 Output gap series.
Note: Vertical line divides series into periods one and two. See source table on section 3.1 for further details.

Graph 16 Expected inflation series.
Note: Vertical line divides series into periods one and two. See source table on section 3.1 for further details.
Note: y-axis in rate per annum.
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Graph 17 Inflation gap series (expected inflation minus inflation target).
Note: Vertical line divides series into periods one and two. See source table on section 3.1 for further details.
Note: y-axis in rate per annum.

Graph 18 IBC gap series.
Note: Vertical line divides series into periods one and two. See source table on section 3.1 for further details.
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Graph 19 Exchange rates (blue) and all-tenor premia series (black)
Note: See source table on section 3.6 for further details.
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7.4 Taylor rule results for exchange rate scenarios

Tables 41, 42 and 43, and graphs 20 and 21, display the results obtained by adding the

exchange rate related variables to R#04 and R#05. Data was produced with OxMetrics

PCGive.

The graphs are a visual representation of indicators for goodness of fit, and are constructed as

follows.

First tab displays the p-value of regression, grouped by nature of variable in the same fashion

as the respective tables. The horizontal line is the 5% line. The arrangement evidences the

high dispersion of the premium-type regressors.

Second tab displays the adjusted R2. The horizontal bars of each of the two graphs provide the

adjusted R2 obtained with the base regressions.

Third tab displays the log-likelihood, with the same rational as above: horizontal bar provides

the values obtained at the base regressions. The log-likelihood obtained on the TWC

regression is too low to be seen on both graphs.

Fourth tab displays the information criteria,  being the horizontal  bars the values obtained at

the respective base regressions. The markers shaped as asterisks are the Schwartz criteria; the

cross-shaped represent the Hannan-Quin criteria, and the X-shaped represent the Akaike

information criteria.
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Table 42Coefficient values for regressions R#05 and R#04 with and without exchange rate related variables (70 OLS regressions in total)

R#05 R#04
Added variable Constant Dswitch Inflation Infl. Gap P1 Outp. Gap P1 Added variable Constant Dswitch Inflation Infl. Gap P1

Base regression (R#05; R#04) - 0.1334 -0.0585 0.6202 0.5383 0.0504 - 0.1354 -0.0597 0.6048 0.4931

Base + 10-tenor ER 0.0050 0.1271 -0.0586 0.5388 0.5046 0.0332 0.0058 0.1274 -0.0593 0.5165 0.4719

Base + 11-tenor ER 0.0047 0.1275 -0.0585 0.5428 0.5070 0.0347 0.0055 0.1277 -0.0593 0.5195 0.4728

Base + 12-tenor ER 0.0045 0.1277 -0.0585 0.5477 0.5074 0.0353 0.0053 0.1279 -0.0593 0.5244 0.4725
Base + 13-tenor ER 0.0046 0.1275 -0.0585 0.5457 0.5063 0.0351 0.0055 0.1277 -0.0593 0.5227 0.4716

Base + 14-tenor ER 0.0046 0.1276 -0.0585 0.5460 0.5091 0.0358 0.0054 0.1279 -0.0592 0.5227 0.4742
Base + 15-tenor ER 0.0044 0.1278 -0.0585 0.5493 0.5101 0.0365 0.0052 0.1281 -0.0593 0.5255 0.4744
Base + 16-tenor ER 0.0047 0.1275 -0.0585 0.5450 0.5076 0.0356 0.0055 0.1277 -0.0593 0.5218 0.4726
Base + 17-tenor ER 0.0050 0.1270 -0.0586 0.5402 0.5005 0.0321 0.0058 0.1272 -0.0592 0.5187 0.4684

Base + 18-tenor ER 0.0050 0.1272 -0.0586 0.5396 0.5018 0.0331 0.0058 0.1274 -0.0593 0.5175 0.4687
Base + 19-tenor ER 0.0050 0.1272 -0.0586 0.5375 0.5034 0.0334 0.0058 0.1274 -0.0593 0.5150 0.4704
Base + 20-tenor ER 0.0052 0.1270 -0.0586 0.5348 0.5022 0.0328 0.0060 0.1272 -0.0593 0.5127 0.4697

Base + 10-tenor premia 0.0130 0.1332 -0.0586 0.6210 0.5167 0.0426 0.0187 0.1346 -0.0595 0.6094 0.4720
Base + 11-tenor premia 0.0172 0.1332 -0.0587 0.6189 0.5176 0.0442 0.0213 0.1349 -0.0597 0.6054 0.4744
Base + 12-tenor premia 0.0183 0.1332 -0.0589 0.6227 0.5059 0.0430 0.0240 0.1348 -0.0600 0.6110 0.4594

Base + 13-tenor premia 0.0252 0.1329 -0.0589 0.6258 0.5033 0.0443 0.0293 0.1345 -0.0599 0.6135 0.4587

Base + 14-tenor premia 0.0551 0.1336 -0.0598 0.6130 0.4759 0.0370 0.0580 0.1350 -0.0607 0.6016 0.4400
Base + 15-tenor premia 0.0366 0.1331 -0.0588 0.6211 0.4868 0.0375 0.0427 0.1344 -0.0597 0.6104 0.4464
Base + 16-tenor premia 0.0272 0.1331 -0.0590 0.6224 0.5021 0.0422 0.0332 0.1347 -0.0599 0.6105 0.4579

Base + 17-tenor premia 0.0301 0.1331 -0.0589 0.6259 0.4942 0.0409 0.0376 0.1345 -0.0598 0.6156 0.4486
Base + 18-tenor premia 0.0407 0.1336 -0.0594 0.6170 0.4884 0.0370 0.0442 0.1350 -0.0603 0.6057 0.4519
Base + 19-tenor premia 0.0271 0.1331 -0.0591 0.6256 0.4927 0.0402 0.0313 0.1346 -0.0600 0.6146 0.4510

Base + 20-tenor premia 0.0303 0.1330 -0.0590 0.6250 0.4861 0.0367 0.0358 0.1343 -0.0599 0.6153 0.4460

Base + 12-offset ER 0.0048 0.1274 -0.0586 0.5421 0.5050 0.0343 0.0056 0.1276 -0.0593 0.5191 0.4710
Base + 11-offset ER 0.0046 0.1276 -0.0585 0.5451 0.5058 0.0348 0.0055 0.1278 -0.0593 0.5216 0.4712

Base + 10-offset ER 0.0045 0.1277 -0.0585 0.5483 0.5062 0.0350 0.0054 0.1279 -0.0593 0.5248 0.4712
Base + 09-offset ER 0.0043 0.1279 -0.0586 0.5499 0.5076 0.0356 0.0052 0.1281 -0.0593 0.5260 0.4721
Base + 08-offset ER 0.0042 0.1281 -0.0585 0.5525 0.5092 0.0360 0.0051 0.1283 -0.0593 0.5283 0.4735
Base + 07-offset ER 0.0043 0.1279 -0.0585 0.5514 0.5079 0.0355 0.0052 0.1281 -0.0593 0.5276 0.4727

Base + 06-offset ER 0.0046 0.1276 -0.0585 0.5464 0.5067 0.0346 0.0054 0.1278 -0.0592 0.5233 0.4726
Base + 05-offset ER 0.0047 0.1274 -0.0585 0.5447 0.5056 0.0337 0.0055 0.1276 -0.0592 0.5221 0.4722
Base + 04-offset ER 0.0046 0.1275 -0.0585 0.5461 0.5052 0.0337 0.0055 0.1276 -0.0592 0.5234 0.4716

Base + 03-offset ER 0.0048 0.1273 -0.0585 0.5432 0.5041 0.0329 0.0056 0.1275 -0.0592 0.5208 0.4714
Base + 02-offset ER 0.0048 0.1273 -0.0585 0.5430 0.5041 0.0325 0.0056 0.1274 -0.0592 0.5209 0.4718

Base + 05-offset TWC 0.0151 0.1228 -0.0530 0.3918 0.6735 0.0400 0.0181 0.1219 -0.0536 0.3679 0.6299
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Table 43P-values and goodness of fit for regression R#04 with and without exchange rate related variables (35 OLS regressions in total)

p-values Goodness of fit

Added variable Constant Dswitch Inflation Infl. Gap P1 Adj R2 Log-like. SC HQ AIC

Base regression (R#04) - 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.84168 427.659 -5.0910 -5.1359 -5.1666

R#04 + 10-tenor ER 0.05380 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84437 429.583 -5.0833 -5.1395 -5.1778

R#04 + 11-tenor ER 0.06870 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84397 429.373 -5.0808 -5.1369 -5.1753

R#04 + 12-tenor ER 0.07750 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84378 429.272 -5.0795 -5.1357 -5.1741
R#04 + 13-tenor ER 0.07120 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84392 429.344 -5.0804 -5.1366 -5.1749

R#04 + 14-tenor ER 0.07550 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84382 429.294 -5.0798 -5.1360 -5.1743
R#04 + 15-tenor ER 0.08820 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84357 429.163 -5.0782 -5.1344 -5.1727
R#04 + 16-tenor ER 0.07360 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84386 429.315 -5.0801 -5.1362 -5.1746
R#04 + 17-tenor ER 0.04890 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84453 429.666 -5.0843 -5.1405 -5.1789

R#04 + 18-tenor ER 0.05300 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84440 429.596 -5.0835 -5.1396 -5.1780
R#04 + 19-tenor ER 0.05380 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84437 429.583 -5.0833 -5.1395 -5.1778
R#04 + 20-tenor ER 0.04870 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84454 429.670 -5.0844 -5.1405 -5.1789

R#04 + 10-tenor premia 0.27550 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84187 428.275 -5.0674 -5.1235 -5.1619
R#04 + 11-tenor premia 0.24580 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84203 428.356 -5.0684 -5.1245 -5.1629
R#04 + 12-tenor premia 0.24530 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84203 428.358 -5.0684 -5.1245 -5.1629

R#04 + 13-tenor premia 0.19340 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84237 428.535 -5.0705 -5.1267 -5.1651

R#04 + 14-tenor premia 0.00480 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84846 431.767 -5.1100 -5.1661 -5.2045
R#04 + 15-tenor premia 0.08320 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00020 0.84367 429.212 -5.0788 -5.1349 -5.1733
R#04 + 16-tenor premia 0.18160 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84246 428.583 -5.0711 -5.1273 -5.1656

R#04 + 17-tenor premia 0.17250 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00020 0.84254 428.622 -5.0716 -5.1278 -5.1661
R#04 + 18-tenor premia 0.02180 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84588 430.382 -5.0931 -5.1492 -5.1876
R#04 + 19-tenor premia 0.10040 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00020 0.84337 429.056 -5.0769 -5.1330 -5.1714

R#04 + 20-tenor premia 0.08420 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00020 0.84365 429.202 -5.0787 -5.1348 -5.1732

R#04 + 12-offset ER 0.06480 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84407 429.424 -5.0814 -5.1375 -5.1759
R#04 + 11-offset ER 0.07330 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84387 429.319 -5.0801 -5.1363 -5.1746

R#04 + 10-offset ER 0.07890 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84375 429.257 -5.0794 -5.1355 -5.1739
R#04 + 09-offset ER 0.08650 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84360 429.179 -5.0784 -5.1346 -5.1729
R#04 + 08-offset ER 0.09460 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84346 429.105 -5.0775 -5.1336 -5.1720
R#04 + 07-offset ER 0.08740 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84359 429.171 -5.0783 -5.1345 -5.1728

R#04 + 06-offset ER 0.07170 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84390 429.337 -5.0803 -5.1365 -5.1748
R#04 + 05-offset ER 0.06360 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84410 429.440 -5.0816 -5.1377 -5.1761
R#04 + 04-offset ER 0.06760 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84400 429.388 -5.0810 -5.1371 -5.1755

R#04 + 03-offset ER 0.06030 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84419 429.485 -5.0821 -5.1383 -5.1766
R#04 + 02-offset ER 0.05730 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.84427 429.528 -5.0827 -5.1388 -5.1772

R#04 + 05-offset TWC 0.02260 0.00000 0.00000 0.00430 0.00000 0.84516 411.678 -5.0833 -5.1411 -5.1806
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Graph 20 Visual representation of p-values and goodness of fit measures.
Note: See section 7.4 for sources and further clarifications
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Table 44P-values and goodness of fit for regression R#05 with and without exchange rate related variables (35 OLS regressions in total)

p-values Goodness of fit

Added variable Constant Dswitch Inflation Infl. Gap P1 Outp. Gap P1 Adj R2 Log-like. SC HQ AIC

Base regression (R#05) - 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.16290 0.84262 428.667 -5.07220 -5.12830 -5.16670

R#05 + 10-tenor ER 0.11050 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.37520 0.84416 429.993 -5.05720 -5.12460 -5.17060
R#05 + 11-tenor ER 0.13610 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.35260 0.84384 429.823 -5.05520 -5.12250 -5.16860

R#05 + 12-tenor ER 0.15190 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.34540 0.84367 429.736 -5.05410 -5.12150 -5.16750

R#05 + 13-tenor ER 0.13970 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.34810 0.84380 429.802 -5.05490 -5.12230 -5.16830
R#05 + 14-tenor ER 0.14470 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.33710 0.84375 429.774 -5.05460 -5.12190 -5.16800

R#05 + 15-tenor ER 0.16690 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.32810 0.84353 429.661 -5.05320 -5.12060 -5.16660
R#05 + 16-tenor ER 0.14160 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.33890 0.84378 429.791 -5.05480 -5.12210 -5.16820
R#05 + 17-tenor ER 0.10350 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.39220 0.84426 430.047 -5.05790 -5.12530 -5.17130
R#05 + 18-tenor ER 0.10920 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.37700 0.84418 430.002 -5.05730 -5.12470 -5.17080

R#05 + 19-tenor ER 0.10970 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.37180 0.84417 429.999 -5.05730 -5.12470 -5.17070

R#05 + 20-tenor ER 0.10070 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.38080 0.84431 430.070 -5.05820 -5.12550 -5.17160

R#05 + 10-tenor premia 0.46750 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.25780 0.84215 428.941 -5.04440 -5.11180 -5.15780

R#05 + 11-tenor premia 0.35430 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.22790 0.84248 429.113 -5.04650 -5.11390 -5.15990
R#05 + 12-tenor premia 0.38640 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.24640 0.84237 429.057 -5.04580 -5.11320 -5.15920
R#05 + 13-tenor premia 0.26810 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.22380 0.84285 429.305 -5.04880 -5.11620 -5.16230

R#05 + 14-tenor premia 0.00800 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.30080 0.84853 432.325 -5.08570 -5.15300 -5.19910

R#05 + 15-tenor premia 0.14980 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.31090 0.84369 429.747 -5.05420 -5.12160 -5.16760
R#05 + 16-tenor premia 0.28400 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.25250 0.84277 429.264 -5.04830 -5.11570 -5.16180
R#05 + 17-tenor premia 0.28850 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.27090 0.84275 429.253 -5.04820 -5.11560 -5.16160

R#05 + 18-tenor premia 0.03730 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.30730 0.84592 430.924 -5.06860 -5.13600 -5.18200
R#05 + 19-tenor premia 0.16240 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.27240 0.84357 429.683 -5.05350 -5.12080 -5.16690
R#05 + 20-tenor premia 0.15690 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.32330 0.84362 429.710 -5.05380 -5.12120 -5.16720

R#05 + 12-offset ER 0.12980 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.35940 0.84391 429.861 -5.05560 -5.12300 -5.16900

R#05 + 11-offset ER 0.14590 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.35340 0.84373 429.768 -5.05450 -5.12190 -5.16790
R#05 + 10-offset ER 0.15670 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.35050 0.84362 429.711 -5.05380 -5.12120 -5.16720

R#05 + 09-offset ER 0.16940 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.34200 0.84351 429.650 -5.05300 -5.12040 -5.16650
R#05 + 08-offset ER 0.18390 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.33680 0.84339 429.586 -5.05230 -5.11960 -5.16570
R#05 + 07-offset ER 0.17230 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.34460 0.84348 429.636 -5.05290 -5.12030 -5.16630
R#05 + 06-offset ER 0.14350 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.35600 0.84376 429.781 -5.05460 -5.12200 -5.16810

R#05 + 05-offset ER 0.13000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.36900 0.84391 429.860 -5.05560 -5.12300 -5.16900

R#05 + 04-offset ER 0.13890 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.36970 0.84381 429.807 -5.05500 -5.12230 -5.16840
R#05 + 03-offset ER 0.12650 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.38250 0.84395 429.882 -5.05590 -5.12330 -5.16930

R#05 + 02-offset ER 0.12130 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.38830 0.84402 429.916 -5.05630 -5.12370 -5.16970

R#05 + 05-offset TWC 0.05910 0.00000 0.00000 0.00028 0.00000 0.29700 0.84525 412.245 -5.05830 -5.12766 -5.17510
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Graph 21 Visual representation of p-values and goodness of fit measures.
Note: See section 7.4 for sources and further clarifications.
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